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A bstra c t
Speckle is a common phenomenon in a ll types of coherent energy imaging sysh'llI such
as Synthetic Apert ure Radar (SAR) , laser, ultrasound, acouatica, sona r etc, Sp""H '
is a multiplie erivc-convcludonal noise and as such is different from othcr com1Jlulll~'
found types of noise such as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). IIl'IIN' ,lilft'r<'lIl
method s of processing arc required to restore speckled images. Moreover , ill mall}'
app lications , the edge structure of a n image is very importan t , ana usual lilll' rili/!;
methods are not well suited for preserving edges particularly in speckled i1llo'W's. III
t his work, an exten sive study has been made to invest igate the applicahility uf dif-
ferent exist ing nonlinear filtering meth ods and also a !JCW Quadr atic Volterra Plhc r
(QVF) based on speckle-model to so lve the problem of speckled image restorntjuu
in terms of noise smoothing and edge preservat ion. Edge detection itself ti ll s l', ~· k·
led images is a ma jor problem which has not been addr essed by many rcs earclu-rs.
Thi s thesis attemp ts to provide a bet ter approach to Ute solution of restoriug illl;II!,t'.S
corru pted by speckle while preserving their edge information.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 G enera l
A majo r tas k in digit al image processing is restoring noisy images. Image::! oftCIl
become corrupted with different types of noises during their formation. The main
aim of image restorat ion is to reduce the effect of noise as much as possill lt~ and
thereby to prod uce an estimat e of an image what would have been prod uced hilt! tile
imaging system been ideal. There arc man y techniquesfor image restorat ion, h ilS l'l l OIl
different criteria and dep ending on different types of noises. Not on ly is it lmpcsaiblc
to develop a general t echnique which would be able to restore an image exactly, hut
it is also very difficult to esta blish a technique which results in all image cstitllillc
reasonab ly close to the original. The problem is substantially more difficu lt when rhc
noise is significant a.nd/ot non-ad ditive in natu re. Ther e arc several rnflllllllh t llat
have been developed to reduce the effect or multiplicative noise in images, hul tlll,t!·
is still a wide scope Ior further research in this area.
1.2 M otivat ion
Tile purpose of t his research is to focus on the problem of restoring digital images from
speckle-degraded versions. Speckle is a noise which occurs due to t he physics of coher-
cnt imaging system s such as those based, for example, on lase r, ultrasound or synthe tic
aperture radar (SAR) imaging. Speckle noise may be modeUed as a convolutional-
multiplica tive process, and is definitely non-addit ive. Linear signal processing is well
establish ed for t he case of additive noise but the prob lem arising from mult iplicative
noise or convolut ional noise may be bett er suited by nonlinear me thod s which has
TllIl yet been fully developed. Volterra filters have been used in several nonlinear
applications in digital signal processing [8, 21, 22, 50]. The quadratic Volterra filter
has been used for different image processing applications such as image restoration,
enhancement, edge extraction etc. {H , 49, 50\. Images corrupted with mult iplicative
liaise have been restored using filters based on Taylor series approximation [37]which
work quite effectively. In terms of its input/output relationship, a Volterra filter may
be considered as a Taylor series with memory, the Volterra filter might be able to
give better results Cor t he same problem. Although, speckle noise has been studied
i ll previous digital images processing research [16, 19, 24. 251,the problem of speckle
smoothing while preserving the edge struct ure in digital image has not been studied .
The research of this thesis is carried out with an aim to restoring speckled images
using the quadratic Volterra filter which wiII t rade off smoothing of speckle noise and
preservation or edge structure. The quadratic Volterra filter is compared to other
filters which have been previously proposed for the smoothing of mult iplicative noise.
1. 3 Problem Complexity
T he complexity involved in the above mentio ned problem arises from two mnjur [nr-
tors. First of all, nonlinea r signa l processin g is difficult because th e re is no compte-
hcnsive and complete theory for nonlinear systems as these exist for lin l 'il.l S)"stl'IllS.
Second, the signal to be dealt with is a two dimensional signal and has several Pl~ \I '
liarit ics. Some of the characte rist ics of digit al images which make th em dillicull til
tr eat as signals are th e following :
• Digital images are two-dimensional signal.
• They arc non-stationary. which may mean tha t locally adaptive ur apatinlly -
variant processing l' ~ .. thod is required .
• They are random in nature, so that the precessing of such images may need to
be based on their sta tist ica l properties which are, in general, not well dclinet!
nor easily estimated. Moreover , estima tion at image sta tistics rcquires a largc
number of dat a which may not be availab le in a spatially-varying image or when
the processing is meant to be locally adap tive.
• When images are processed for human viewers, the human visua l system (HV:))
becomes an importa nt consideration ill the development of an ima ge rcstornricn
techni que . There is a number of different existing models of the II VS which have
nonlinea r components . Hence, standard techniques such es rhc Mean Square
Error (MSE) for performan ce measurement arc not alwa,)'s adeq uat e in ju dgillg
the visual quality of the imag es. As a result, any general signal esti mation
techn iques based on such st a ndard performance measures [e.g, Leas t M CIlII
Square (LMS) adaptive techn ique) ma y need to be modified to usc in image
restc re ticn algorithm s .
1.4 Approach to the solution
The approach to the solution of the st ated pro bleminvolves th e following three steps.
• Modelling speck led imag es
• Designing speckle-sped fie filters
• Evaluatin g the perform ance of t he proposed filte rs
It is neeeesary to ha ve a reali stic model of speckle to design a model- based filter.
A real istic mod el has been de veloped for mult i-look SAR imag es base d on pre vious
work [191 and the ac curacy of tbe model has been veri fied, Synt hetic images using
the model have been created for use in testing t he designed filter! and o ther exi sting
filters . Filters based on the quadrati c Volterra series, have been design ed which arc
made locally adaptive according to the statis tical prope rties of speckle. To de mon-
!lra tc the performance of the filters, evaluation measu r es have been used which focus
part icularly all their noise sm oothing a nd edge preserv at ion qualities. A lso, co mpar-
isons with other well-known filters ha ve been ca rried ou t.
1.5 Organization of the thesis
This t hesis haa been organized as follo ws. Cha pter Two provides back ground infer-
mat ion on four major areas related to the sta te d prob lem - i) speckle an d especial ly
SAR speckle, ii) nonlinear filter ing me t hods fo r image p rocessing, iii} t he applica tion
of Volt erra fille rs particularly in image processin g, lv) edge detection algo rithms par-
licular ly for speckled images. Chapte r Three provides i) descriptions of the speckle
model , ii) different filtering methods including basic background on the Quadratic
Volt erra Fil ter (QVF), all of these are used later in the com parative study, iii) dif-
ferent speckle-specific edge detectors and finally iv) some performanc e crite ria for
evaluating filter performance. Chapter Four focusses on the proposed methodology
for i) speckled SAR imagemodeling, ii ) the designof QVF's for speckled image restore-
tion , intended {or both speckle smoot hing and edge preservation and also iii) 1l1l CW
spec kle-specificedge detector with an edge-map thinning algori thm. R esults obtained
from basic experiments with the QVF and from the comparativ e stud y arc presented
in Chapte r Five. Finally, conclusions based on the results obt ained anti suggesnons
for future work are provided in Chapter Six.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Int roduction
This chapter is grouped into four major sections. The second section provides a
brief su rvey of the pr. . toce work on speckle-noise modeling, simulation and filtering
techniques . Thi s section also provides a brief backgroun d information on SAR image
processing mainl y from the point of view of the speckle smoot hing. The third section
is an overview of different existing nonlinear filtering method s and th eir imp ort ance
in image restorat ion. The next section discu sses the appli ca tion of quadratic Volterra
filters in various fields, par ticularl y in imag e processing appl ications. A brief su r vey of
different edge detection methods is present ed in the fift h section. Since edge det ection
for speckled images is of an important considerat ion in this study, special a ttention
is paid to speckle-specific edge detect ion me thods.
2.2 Spec kle Noise
Speckle is il. phenomenon which occurs in images prod uced by all types of coherent
or part ia lly coherent imaging syste m such as synt hetic apert ure rada r (SAR), laser,
acoustic, ultrasound, etc. The effect of speckle noise 0 11 images is generally 1101 de-
sirable b ecause it degrades images in such a way tha t it may he difficult to ext ract
useful informatio n from these . There are many image restoration and enha ncement
techniques used for either removing speckle {rom the images or emphasizing th e In-
formative aspect s of images. To design an optimum image rest oration technique , it
is necessa ry to have an ap propria te mathematical model of the speckle noise based
on its statistical properties. Speckle prop er ties are discussed in several liter at ures
[5, 63], and in particu lar, the statist ical properties of SAR speckle are well described
by Arsenault et al. 15,6\ . It is wen known th at speckle is a signal-depend ent noise
[16, 19. 23, 281. such that its magnitud e depend s on t he intensity of the underlying im-
age. Lee's speckle smoothing algorithm [28, 301for SAR images is baaed on employing
t he sigma probabilit y of the Gaussian distri but ion of the image intensity. Frost el al.
[161developed a mathematical model for speckle and designed an ada ptive filler fot
multiplica ti ve noise. Although most of the lite rature in t his area assumes that speckle
is a pointwis e multiplicati ve noise, there are cases where this assumption is not ~atis ·
factory (62). The mo del derived by Kuan el al. [24J tak es speckle-correla tion effeds
into accoun t where an adapt ive noise-smoothing filter and a Maximum a Posteriori
(MAP) filter have also been developed. Raney has made an extensive study of speckle
an d reviewed specJclemodelling and simulat ion techniques in the literat ure {511. SAR
image restorat ion has been attempted by J in el al. 1201. where the segmentation and
classificatio n of SAR images are often very d ifficult due to the presence of speckle.
These problems have been addressed by differen t autho rs (IS, 19, 25). Hudson and
Jcrnig...n {191 proposed a model for SAR images corrupted by speckle and compare d
the performanc e or different filters in terms of their abili ty in textu re classification
0 11 the filtered images. The model they proposed is based on the statistical prope r ty
of one-look speckle as well as the impulse response of the radar which in fact causes
the spat ial correlation of speckled images. The model has been verifiedand may be
considered a valid model for specklecorrupted SAR images.
2.3 Nonlinear Filtering
Linear systems hal e found extensive use in signal processing because they are rela-
tively simple to analyze, design and implement . Because of their simplicity, it h as
also been possible to establish generalized theories of linear systems. But there are
certain situat ions that require nonlinear processing ofsignals. Because, nonlinear sys-
tems are rela t ively difficult to design and implement, it haa become usual to assum e
many practical systems to be linear systems and to apply linear systems theory. Such
approximations arc sometimes reasonable but there are cases in which performance
quality is substantially reduced and in such cases, nonlinear processing may become
unavoidable.
2.3.1 Nonlinear system theo ry
In 1968, Oppenheim et al. (H) made an extensive study with a view of providing a
generalized non linear systems theory such as t here exists for linear systems. They
were successful in using the concept of generalized superposition to develop homo-
morphic filter ing. Moloney [37J used the generalized superp osition principle for the
problem of Image restorat ion in the caseof images degrade d by pointwise multiplica-
tive ncise,
2.3 .2 Application of nonlinear filters
Oppenheim eI al. [41)descr ibed the generaliz ed superposition principle fur uUlIlim';,r
filtering o f convolved and multiplica tive signals wit h two examples of its p ra r lir;\l
app licat ion, namely, i) aud io dynamic range compression and expans ion, ;llld ir lla.~l'
enhance m ent ; ii} echo removal and SPl'CCh. a nalysis.
Math e ws [34J provides quite a broad overv iew on applications. current rt.'l«·ur..1L
trends, results, prob lemareas etc. regarding nonlinea r filters where a latt ices t r ucture
for nonlinea r adaptive filters using t runczie d Volterra _1eries ha~ also he...·n c1 isrlls~I~1.
2.3,3 Nonlinear filter s in image proce ssing applications
As mentioned above , nonlinear filter ing has been used ill image processing .IPlllim
ucne . One of the majo r reasons for using no nlinear processing of irna~e~ i~ t hat the
human visual syst em is known to have nonli near components 13, 581. Ther e ilrt.' oIlier
reasons w hy it becomes a lmost essential to process images using nonlinear l illl'r~ .
One such si tuatio n occurs in restoring noisy images. h nagl'llc ften gel corrupt ed wilh
different ty pes of noises due to the poor imaging me dia, lion-ideal imaging ~y~l c'lII~
etc .• and noise may be combined wit h the image either linearly or in some et he r fa.~li·
ion . But even if it is linear , nonlinear filtering is often recom mended IJI,.'cauM: uf l! IC
non-stati o nary cha racte rist ics of many images. To en ha nce image details , sl,ecific:illJy
in preserv ing edges, nonline ar filtering may be requ ired. So it is easil y 1l,rgUl~d that
it is impo r ta nt to res tore images by nonlinea r methods when the noise it~dr is nllt
linearly co mbined with the signal.
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At thi s point , it is clear that lionlinear 6ltc ring plays a very important role in
image restorat io n, Abramatic and Silverman [1] modified the Wiener app roach to
the proble m c f restoring images degraded by white Gaussi an noise. They pa id specia l
atten tion to pre serving th e edges which is anothe r important considerat ion in image
restoration. Quantitati ve and qua lita ti ve compar isons between six well-known ada p-
tive filte rs used for image restorat ion was made by Mastin [33). Chin and Yeh [12J
lIIarlc a similar ki nd of stud y with commonty used filters. Nagao an d Matsuyema [39 J
.~Il ggcs tcd metho ds for t he difficult tas k of tradin g ofT between noise smoothing and
l'dge preser vat ion .
Ll'C'S mulriplic eclve filter [27, 291. designed for a poin twise mu ltiplicative noise
model, is one examp le of such Alters. His algorithm is bas ed on loca l sta t istics of im-
ages and it prod uces very satisfac-ory res ults. Homomorph ic filterin g [4Jis also an e f-
Icctivc method o f restoring images corru pt ed by poin twise multiplicative noi se. Teklap
aud Palc vik [59] also invest igated several techniqu es for re storing images that are de -
gradct.l with poin twise mul tiplica ti ve noise caused by se nsor nonlinearity. Moloney
and Jernigan 138 J developed a new approach to the solution of the same pr oblem us-
ing the concept of multiplicative superpositi on, The developed algorithm is adaptive
because it uses t he local statist ics of the image wit h the o pti mal operators calculated
Il~ i ng Tay lor series appro ximations.
Nonlinear filters using truncat ed Volterra series have been also develope d and used
ill different app licat ions including image processing which will be discussed next.
"2.4 Vo lter r a filters
h h.u almost been a cen tury since Volterra introduced h is ~iC5 . .....hichhas been f'lIl1ul
to be a very use fultoo l fordcscribin~ input /outp ut relat ionships or ncnlin..ar s~·~ l. ·11I.'"
In recen t yea rs , it ha.s been exte nsively used in differe nt areas to handle n...nli.....nr
problems. Th e main reason for its popularity is that it introdurcs a generalize..1
theory for nonl inear sys tems in a.relative ly simple and co nceptually man ageab le way.
2.4 .1 Vo lterra series t heor y and a p plic ation
Biglieri 171 discuss ed the nonlinea r Volte rra proce ssor co vering its general theor y, im-
plementation a nd some applications, namely, i) Me an Sq uare Error (MSE) prctJicl io ll
of discrete-t im e rando m processes and H) ident ification of nonlinear 5)'11lcms wit h
memory.
System identification by second orde r nonl inear Volterra Hltera, hft..$ abo 11l.'C 1I
studied exter.sively by Kob and Powers (22). The solut ion for the opti mum fllter,
iterative facto rization to (acilita te the im plemen tation of the filter, LMS adapti ve
alsolit hTn!l et c . have been covered in this lite ra t u re. The pra.ctiuJ app lica~ iOl\ they
were interes ted in, was to utilize the second orde r Volterra filte r to modd and predict
the dynam ic behaviour of moored vessels unde r random sea waves. Sicur iUlza an d
R.a.mponi (55) als o prc pcaed an DIS ad apti ve al gorith m for second or der Voller r....
filters using d istr ibuti ve arith meti c. T he main co ncern or their work was to provide
an efficient an d simple realization or the filter which cou ld be well suited to modern
technologies e .g . VLSI technology. Chia ng el al. 1111 handled the sa me proble m
using a differen t approach, with an implementa ti o n based on matr ix decomp csltio n .
By extending t he Kalman filtering approach, a fas t-resp onse second-order adap tive
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Volterra filter was proposed by Davila et af. [131. Nonlinear system identificatio n has
11I.:cn carri ed out using t runca ted Volte rra series models by several workers {22, 4.51, but
all of them assumed Ga ussian noise as the system input. Kim and Powers [21] made
an at temp t to solve t he prob lem of system identification assuming generalized random
iuput and using a trun cated Volterra series model. Adapti ve noise cancella tion [571
for vain! band data transmi ssion, cancella tion of inte r-symbo l interference IS] and
echo cancellation 12J arc t hree simila r applica tions where Volter ra filters have been
found t...be effecti ve.
In most signal process ing applications , the signals are one-dlrncnsicnal, usually a
function of t ime. Ilene ', work t hat has been discussed so far , has all been carr ied out
for 1-D signals. However, realiza tion of higher dimensi onal quadratic filters have been
J('al ~ with in [36, 56], Mcrtalos CI al, [36] proposed matr ix:decomposi tion techniques
for rcal il.ing 2-D filters.
2 .4.2 Volt erra filter in d igital ima ge processing
Since it is very impo rta nt in image processing to deal wit h nonlinearity, t he The
Volte rra filter seems to be a possible choice for the nonlinea r filtering of images. Non-
linear processing itse lf is very complex and since an image is a two-di mensional signal,
nonline ar proces sing of images is more compl ex, However , cons idering a Volterra se-
ries only up to the quadratic te rm. it is feasible to realize 2-0 qua dratic Volterra filters.
Work t hat has been done previous ly using Volterra filte rs in digital image proces s-
ing app lications has been based on Volterra series truncated up to the first nonlinear
term or the quadratic term and hence the filters derived are te rmed quad ratic Volter ra
filte rs,
2.4.3 Application areas
Since this is still a new field, th ere is littl e literalurc on t he application of Vlllh'r ra
series in image processing. One of t he major st udies in t his area has Ul'ClL dom- in
1990 by Ramponi [501. So far, his paper could be taken as a framework providingiI
background of the propertie s and design of quadratic isot ropic 2-D Volterm lillt'rs.
The use of Volterra filter seems to be quite promising in both cases of ildditive aud
multiplicat ive noise reduction (501. Design cxamples in t he same literat ure showl"]
howdifferent situat ions could be dealt with using the Vollerr a filter for image reslorn-
t ion. The enhancement c fim egce is often of great interest. As ment ioned hy Hampcni
[4.41,most of the image enhancement techniques have used luminance Sl"itlc modlfi-
cation after processing the image through linear or nonlinear filters. But this ,[o,'s
not improve the quality of an image, part icularly if the image contains Ii Sigllili.:;lllt
amount of noise. Because, in this situ utlcn, norse smoothing is done at t ile ' list of
losing the image details , an optlmiaariou between noise smoothing end preserving
image detai ls becomes a very important issue. A recent appr oach made by lliUll l)lJll j
144Juses a luminance independent operator. The filter he used is a Volletri~ scr i, ~s
t runcated up to the first nonlinear term . Edge extractio n is one of the irnportillit
t asks in image processing which also needs nonlinear processing. Harnponi 1~ !J 1 also
proposed quadr atic Volterra filters for this purpose.
2.4.4 Q uadrat ic Volterra filt er desig n
The main problem regarding t l:'l design of quadrat ic Volterra fillers is the complexity
part icularly for 2·0 signals such as images. A 2·0 quadratic filter has both a set uf
linear coefficients and a set or quadra tic coefficients. The number of filter coefficients
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fur t he quadratic pa rt is quile large and hence difficult to design (e.g. even (or a 3 't 3
support 2-0 Volterra filter, th e number of linear coefficients and quadratic coefficients
arc 9 and 81, respecti vely]. Hut as shown by Ramponi, 1501, these lM!.e numbc N may
be reduced by imposing certain condition s such as isotropy, symmetry, uniform ity in
gray leveletc . But undoub tedl y, it is difficult to find a stra igbt forward desig n strategy
such as that exists for finite su pport linear filters . Because of th is inhe rent complex ity
of the problem. no such design techn ique has yet been available which is based ent irely
upon the theoretical prope rt ies of the Volterra series. Some literatures (46, 47, 481were
reported which give" rough idea about t he dCllign app roach one can follow. T he ma in
~ lratcgy is to define the designing problem, formulate an objective funct ion based
on tha t, t hen minimize the funct ion and thereby design the filter coefficients . An
cprimieeticn approach has been suggested by Ramponi and Ukovich(47J where three
exisl in! nonlinea r opti mization techniques. namely i) Steepest descent , ii) Powel's
conjuga~e and iii) Simulal.ed an nealing are used .
Ramponi in his liter atu re {50J suggested a slightly different design st ralegy which
he referred to as " Bi-impulsc resp onse des ign" based on the same concep t of im pulse
response used in designing linea r filters. For des i!n ing t he quad ratic part of the
quadrati c Volterra filter the response to ApAir of impulses at appropriate locations is
measured .
Lin and Unbchauen (31] intr odu ced an adaptive approach for designin g quadratic
Volter ra fillers, th at could he used for channel equal isatio n and image restorat ion.
The technique used here is an LMS type where the const ant , linea r, and quad ratic
coefficients of t he quadr atIC Volter ra filters are adjusted durin g it erat ions un t il a
mini mum mean square error is achieved.
All haugh litt le work has been reported in this area , it appears to be promi sing
to apply the quadratic Volterra filter to restoring noisy images especially when the
noise is not additive in nature. Designing the filte r is t he main concern in th is regard .
Tho ugh some previous .....ork 1,16, 47, 48J proposed an optimization ap proach, ttu-
formu lation of an objective function to obtain t he filter coefficients is nol ~'l't clcar,
T he adaptive approach discussed in [31) deals with a slightly different issue where
t he input /output relationship of t he system is assumed tc be known and channel
equalization is of main intere st. Since t he main objecti ve of any image reatcrarion
is to smooth out the noise while preserving the fine details as much as possihle, iL1lI1
since an image itsel f is a non-statio nary signal. a locally adapt ive technique miglu he
a bette r approach.
2.5 Edge detection
One of the majo r tas ks in image analys is is edge detection, Edges are fUlldamcllt illly
impor tant primitive features of an image because t hey often provide an indication of
t he physical extent of objects within the image. Hence, edge detec tion is very impor -
tant for several image processing tas ks such as patt ern recognitio n, segmentalioll etc.
An edge is defined as a varia tion or discontinuity in image intensity fC!l ulting from
changes in some physical prop erties of t he surface, namely, its reflectance, geomet ry
and/or incident illumination. It is interesting to note that while the hllrll<H1 visual
system performs edge detect ion quite easily, it is not very easy to automate the pro-
cess. However, there is no shor t age of edge detection algorithms whichwork all uigitaJ
images and provide edge maps as out put. Classical edge detection operators devel-
oped dur ing t he 1960's perform quite satisfactorily on idea l [un-corrupt ed] images.
Bu t th ese edge det ectors perform poorly on noisy images. Since in reality images ruay
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be corrupted by different ty pes of noises, recent att empts have been carried out with
an aim to finding edge detecto rs which have been less sensitive to noise. Techn iques
which arc developed particul arly for detecting edges on noisy images are also abun-
dant . But so far, atte ntion has been paid mainly to images which are cor rup ted by
a common type of noise, such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) . Very few
methods arc found which have been developed (or images corrupted with noises other
th an AWGN.
2.5 .1 General Podge detection techniques
A review paper by Davis IJ.lJdiscusses several edge detection appro aches which have
been proposed for the solution of the general edge detection problem. Most of the
previous work in edge detection uses sma ll d ifferential operators appl ied to an image
followed by detec tion operators such as the Robert . Sobel or Lapla cian (18). Such
metho ds work quit e effectively on images without noise but show poor performance
Oil nolse-dr-geaded images. :\1arr and Hildreth (321 developed a theory Cor det ecting
intensity changes and proposed t he Laplacian of Gaussian operator for edge dete ction.
According to them , the Gaussian filter is the op timal filter which pr ovides localiza-
tion in both space and frequency doma ins, a n important consideration in accurately
locating edges. Shanmughan et al. [54] proposed a frequency domain filter for edge
detect ion which works globally on t he image. A good edge detectors should satisfy
several criteria; based on these criteria . edge dete ct ion measures are usua lly defined
to quan t ify tile quality of an edge detector. Pr att 's figure oCmerit [43J is one of the
sta ndard measures available for edge detecto rs. Canny (10] also prop osed some edge
detection measures in his work. A recent hiera rchical edge detection appr oach made
by McLeillL and Jerni gan 1351 is based on some pre-defined performance criteri a.
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2. 5.2 Sp eckl e-specific Ed ge D etection Te ch niq ues
Most edge detectors are of the gradient type i.e. the detectors arc based on Ihe
difference between pixel values. Thi s type of edge detector when applied to spl'('kl·d
images yields very poor results becau se sp eckle is mult iplicative in nature. It J,' gra ll.-!
t he image in such a way that the- SNR becomes very low and the ima ge loses ih line
deta ils. Hence, it is very di fficult to de tect edges in speckled ima ges aud ,1\11111.<\
impossib le using the usua l edge de tector s. Since it is obvio us tha t spl'Cklc depends
on the signal, speckle is more promi nent in higher intens ity homogeneous llrt', ts than
in darker areas. Thus a ratio between pixel values should work better than thd r
difference. When dealing with noisy images, it is bette r to take thera tio of the average
pixel values in two adjacent neighborhoods , opposite to t he pixel of interest . ,\ ratlo
magnitu de image is thus formed and thresholding finally provides the edge map . This
is the basic idea behind t he simple Ratio of Average (ROA) edge detector !!J] which
is part icularly useful for detecting images corrupted with a pointwise mult.iplicative
noise. However. the problem involved with speckle is even more d ifficult henl\Jsc
speckle is not only multiplicative, but also has an inter-pixel spa tia l corrclll.tilJlI til
some ext ent . An efficient edge dete ctor should be ba.sed on the speckle model.
Very little work has been reported so far in th is area , although it is necessary
to pay attention to the problem of edge detectio n on speckle ima gery. A simple
method named the Coefficient of Variation (COV) has been proposed [60] !lased 0 11
the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) concept which uses a coefficient or variation
which can p..ovidc th e edge strength measures [60]. Frost et al. {17J proposed all
edge detecting technique for SAR images. The method ap plies the maximum Like-
Iihood Ratio (LR ) as the measure or edge st rength. The maximum likelihood ratio
is computed based on a SAR image model. Bovlk's Ratio of Averages (ROA ) [9] is
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another approach which att empts to solve th is problem. He suggested a combina tion
of the ROA and the Gaus sian Smoot hed Laplacian (CSL) methods. Accordi ng to
Bovik, the ROA edge detector is quite efficient on speckle-degraded images but has a
drawba ck of generati ng very t hick edges. On the other hand , a genera l edge detec tor
such as th e GSL gives fine edges but also gives rise to many false edges which is not at
0\11 desirab le. A combination of these two (a logical AND operation on the resulting
ima ges obtained from the output of these two detectors) gives a much bett er result
than either of the individual edge det ectors. However , it is worth-mentioning that
the ROA edge detector is optima l if a point wise multipli cative model having eithe r
nega tive exponen tial or Gaussian first order st atistics, is considered . More recent
work which is simply an extension oCthe RO A detector is proposed by Touzi et at.
[60J, using the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) concept. T his me thod is model
based and designed particu larly {or SAR imag es. It has been shown that the per fer ,
ma nce of the ROA detec tor depend s on the size oCthe neighborhood, the number oC
independent looks, and t he ratio of mean powers. T his detect or uses some stat ist ical
est imates 10 calculate edge strengt h. The effect of edge orien tation an d neighbor-
hood sizes arc also important consideratio ns and have been taken into account in t his
particular edge detector.
2.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter attempts to provide an overa ll picture of the previous work on areas
related to t he problem of interes t . Since there arc at least four major areas involved,
it is impossib le to provid e more than a brief background for each of t hese topi cs.
But it is Iclt tha t a more elaborate des cription of the filters of interest (especially
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the QVF). t he speckle model. speckle-specific cd&c detec tors and filter c \ '1l1nal ioll
crite ria - which arc all direcrly related to the m&inobjective or this thesis - sholllJ
be provided which are dealt with in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Approach to the solution
3 .1 I ntroducti on
Th e problem deal t with in th is thesis originates with coherent energy imaging syste ms
which prod uce images corrupted with ill spec ial type of gran ular noise calle d 'speckle'.
SA R ie one of t he ma ny examples of th e source of spec kle. It is very important to
keep in mind that these images are meant for human or computer interpreter for
interpretation ..nd analysis by extracting useful information. To serve this purp ose,
it is necessary to obtain reasonably good quality images . However, frequently, good
qualit y images arc not obtai ned directly {rom the pr actical imaging systems and hence
the question of image restora tion e .lsce.
T he solut ion oCthe problem requires some knowledge of mat hematic al modelling of
image degradation and of lincar and nonlinear filtering techniques . It is also impo rtan t
to preserve t he fine details of an image while smoothin g the noise which is a difficult
criterion to meet . Edge detection on speckled images is essential in ma ny applications
but it seems from the previous attempts th at it is very difficult to obtain a good edge
map from speck led images. One of th.' m ajor goals of th is thesis is to investiga te th e
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effect of filte ring on the speckled ima ges in terms of re ten tio n of fine de tails. ,\ Icw
pap ers t hat have been collected in the are a of edge detection on spec kled illlagl's will
be d iscussed briefl y lat er in th is chap te r . However , first it is worthwhil e look ing iUI,)
so me well known linear and nonlinear filtering techniques that might help in ut'siguillg
an edge prese rving speckle smoot hing filter.
3 .2 Speckle model
A model based filt er for suppressing any ty pe of noise is always a better choice than a
filter developed in an ad hocmanner. So it is very imp ortant to have a rea list ic sp eckle
model in order to des ign filte rs for red ucing speckle. It iJ well es tablished tha t s peckll'
noise in tens ity is pro por tio nal to the un de rlying image intens ity, giving a 5 iguitltu
Noise Ra t io (S~R) in an observed speckled image, equa ls to one for fully dc veluped
speck le . This imp lies th at a poin twise mu ltiplicative model would be ab le to l!l'Srri!le
speck le quite well. A la rge amount of rese arch re lated to th is a rea is fOllllJ which
assumes a rnuitip ticat ive! model of speckle [16, 23, 301. Filters develope d initially rur
mul tip lica tive noise mo dd have bee n used in speckle redu ct ion applicatj on too. Th lls
the mo del can be rep resented in (i,j) spa tial coordin at e syst em as,
y(i ,j) =x(i ,j) ' n(i,i) (:1.1)
whe re x is t he o rigina l image, y is the recorded image and n is t he random noise pr ol:ess
having a Rayle igh dist ribut ion function with mean one and st a ndard devia tion t~l1lal
to [(4/.) - IJ"'1 [19J.
However , it has been pointed out by Tu r 111. at {62l that a mult ip licativ e noise
I For simplicity, rrom now on "multiplicative" will imply ~poin twiM mu [ti plicalivc~ Unletl8other -
wise stated.
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model j5 not always a good choice. The main disadva ntage of this model is that it does
not take into account the correlation of speckle which is an important consideration
in some cases. The correlation results mainly from t he Point Spread Funct ion (PSF)
of the imaging system. A benet model can be realized by taking the point spread
Iuucricn into account. Thus, the mode! of Equat ion 3.1 as shown in Fig. 3.1 can be
wrtucn as :
y(i ,j ) = [.rU,j) n(i .j )] . h(i ,j)
where . denotes "convolution" .
x(; ,i ) 0\ r::-:::l y(i, j)
-~
n( i, j) I
Figure 3.1: Speckle model
(3.2)
The model described by Equation 3.2 is used by Frost et ai. [161with the assump-
tion that the PSF for SAR systems is an impulse. More recent work done by Hudson
and Jernigan [19J assumes a SAR PSF which has a circularly symmetric Gaussian
shape. Hudson a nd Jernigan used a one-look SAR image model throughout their work
which is not a generalized model, due to the commo n case t hat an image obtained
from SAR is the average of multi ple independent looks. In such cases, the mode ! of
Equat ion 3.2 rema ins the same but with a slight change in the Pr obability Density
Function (pd f) o f n(:r,g) . The noise pdf now takes a x-squared distribution with N
degrees of Irccdcm . Lee (251 showed how t he mean an d variance of the noise process
varied for one- look and mult i-leek SAR image models. The variati on due to intensity
and am plit ude images is also add ressed by Lee.
r3.3 Image restoration filt ers
Most image restoration filters deal with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGNl. Bilt
there are certaln cases where the noise is not additive, rather muhl plicatlvc ,1I11I /o[
convolutional or some other type and may not be Gaussian and/or white . Thc tll-
ters for AWGN are based on the well-established linear syst ems theory. T hl'St, tilll' rs
assume the stationarity of hoth image and noise which may also not be i\ good <IS-
sumption. For examp le, it is very likely that images contai n some high fr('(lucne}' rum-
ponents - the edges for example. Therefore, although linear filtcu such as III\\" P,(SS
filters smooth out noise, they give rise to blurred images due to attenuation IIf high-
frequency edge conte n•. Nonlinear tilte ring appears to be an alternative when cdgt!
preservation becomes important. Also, for signal dep ende nt noise, such ;L~ ~llccklt'.
nonlinea r filte ring may be unavoidable. At te mpt s to deal with the signal dependency
of noise in designing filte rs suffer from various limitat ions . One of the major lilll;l;~'
tiona is that it is often very difficult to design a filte r which is optimal will! respe ct to
a statistical pa rameter such as MSE or SNR, because cstimerlon or such parumeturs
might requi re t he solu tion of complex mathematical equations or may nol be explic-
itly found. Another approach tha t could be adopted in designing filters is lo lbign
locally adap tive filters. Although a relatively new techn ique, the re have beeu IllMIY
applications of this technique in digita l image resto ration which have been folHll] tu
be quite successful. The main idea behind this approach is that a finite cxlenl filter
operates on a finite support of a corrupted image with its filter coefficients depending
on local st at ist ics of this support. The image is assumed to be 5ta tiQIlary uver the
finite support used for filtering at any time . The results a re significantly improve d
over would have been obtained by globally processing the image with one fixed filler.
k(i, j ) is the gain factor defined between 0 and 1 as given below;
k(i , j) == Q(i~j~'~)U l l
where
Q(i,j) = E[(y(i,j) - f(i,j)) lj _ Ull
and 1111 is an estimate of the additive noise varian ce and E[.I denotes the operator
giving the expected value or the mea.n value.
3.3.2 Nonlinear Filtering
Although linear filters are simple and easy to design and implement , the y also ~ lI l fc r
from some limita tions as mentioned earlier. For noise which is not additi ve, il. no n-
linear filter ma y he the only solution. A large number of ncnllnear filters havo bL'C 1l
developed so far and research is still going on in this area. This section describes some
oCthe commonly used nonlinear filters which can be grouped into the two categorics,
1. General and
2. Model based
• Pointwise multiplicat ive
• Speckle Reducing
a) Media n F ilter : This is one of the most classical and commonly used general-
purpose nonlinear filters. This algorithm was first proposed by Tukey (43\ and used
extensively in time series analysis. Later on, it found application in digital image
processing. The principle of operation of this filter is very simple. The filter is
Although, the improvement achieved is at the price of complexity and time require-
ment in design and implementation , in most cases, it is w.orth while to design an
adaptive filte r. The following section will focus on some of the commonly used linear
and nonlinear filters. As mentioned before, since the adapt ive quadratic Volterra filter
is of main interest here and has both linear and nonlinear par ts, it seems important
to understand how these two parts function in :o;r r;oothing noise and preserving edge
structu re. For this reason, a linear filter is also included in the following study. It is
intended lo make a comparat ive study of the performance of several nonlinear adap-
tlvo flhcrs including the quadratic Volterra filter in edge-preserving noise smooth ing
of speckled images. lIenee, it seems worth while to briefly describe some of the exist-
ing nonlinear metho ds which will be used later . The general t heory and properties of
the quadra tic Volterr a filter will also be discussed.
3 .3 .1 Linear Filte rs
Linear filtering has been used extensively for removing Gaussian addit ive noise from
images. Th e popular ity of linear filtering stems from the fact t hat it is very simple
in structure and hence easy to design and implement . The filter developed by Lee
[271 for addit ive Gaussian noise ofzero mean is probably a good example of adap tive
linear filters. Its input/ output relationship can be represent ed by
xli,; )~ x(i,j) + k(i,; Hy(i,;1 - x(i,;I] (3,3)
where i (i. j) is the est imated pixel intens ity at (i,j), y(i,j) is noise corru pted image
pixel, based on addit ive noise model y(i,j ) = x( i,j) +n(i , j ), and n(i, j) is t he noise
component . t( i,j) is the mean of the un-corrupted image, given by x(i,j) = y(i,j),
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composed of a sliding window encompassing an odd numbe r of pix els. The pixel of
interca t is replaced by the median of the pixels within the window. Although simple,
t ile filter has been proven to be a good image enhancer specially in th e case of in-pulse
or shot noise.
b} Homomorp hic F ilter : Its technique could be used quite effectively for image
restoration when the image is subject to multiplicative interference or degradation.
/I "logarithm ic" opera tion performed on the noisy imag e converts multiplicatively
combined signals to a sum of signals to which linear filtering techn ique can be applied
before a linal "exponent ial" operation gives back the estimate of the origina l image
(11· Til e algorithm is best illustrated in F ig. 3.2. At this point, it is worth ment'oning
thal it is quite difficult to design the linear filter in the middle of the cascade because
once t he "logarithmic" operation is performed, the noise statist ics are changed and
~imp li fying assumptions could lead to a. poor overall estimate.
,=x~ .J:":I _ _r.:-l ~
Figure 3.2: Homomorphic filtering
c) Lee's Mu lt iplicative Filter : T his is a very well known adaptive nonlinear
filter proposed by Lee (271which is based on a multiplicative noise model. As wit h
Lee's additive filter, the mean a nd variance of the original image can be estimated
from local mean and variance. The multiplicative model uses the following relation,
y{i,jl =x(i ,j) . n(i,}) (3.6)
1;
where y, z and n denote the ncisy image, original image and noise precesses . n"'I>I.'C·
tively. The est imated image il calculated as :
i( i ,j) = f(i , j )+ k(i ,j )[y(i ,j) - z(i ,i )]
where the gain factor k(i ,i) can be obtained as
in which ii and 17" are the mean and standard deviation of the noise proces s, rc-
spect ively. Also since the signal and noise ate It atisti cally independent, Ji(i.j ) =
f (i,j ) · ii(i,i>, with the assumption of n(i , il =J, which leads 1.0
f (i ,i ) =y(i,i)
Q(i, j ) = a
2
q,: ~~~j) _ t'(i ,j)
(3.9)
I'I.IU)
d) T wo-point Taylor Filt er: This algorilhm [38] is developed rOt cst illlalillll
image3 from their noisy observation that are corrupted by multip licative noise . h
is hued on the calculation of local statistics estimates, Taylor series approxillldiu ll!l
to optimal formulas and normalization of data by local multiplicative sample means.
The degradation model can be expressed as,
y(i, n = z(i,j) ' n(i,j)
where x is the original image, y is the noisy image, and n is the noise process.
A pixel estimate i (i , j) is defined with two point estimators all,
(1.11 )
(3.\ ' )
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where z(k, l) is a neighbouring pixel of y(i , j ), and a = a(i,j) and b = b(i,j ) are
two estimating power coefficients. The error function to be minim ized t hus t akes the
following form,
J (a,b) = EI(z- ,' ''11 (3.13)
The term y. z· can be expanded using Taylor series with the bivariate expansion of
!I~Z6 = I + a ln y + bln z + a bln y ln z+ .. · , 'v'alny ,bln.o: (3.14)
A simple version of t he two point estimato r only la kes the first three terms of the
series i.e. y<1z ~ = 1+a In 11 +bin z, Minimizing the above function with respect to
a and b i.e sett ing ~ = 0 and ~ = 0 the following system of equat ions is obtained .
The t runcat ion of til e series ensures that the system of equations is linear.
aE(102y) +bE( lnylnz) = E(zlny) - E(loy )
a8( loy 1n: ) +6E(102z) = E(xlnz) - £( 10: )
which when solved' yields,
E(lo' :)[E(%loy ) - E( lo1/)]- E (lo y ln z )(E(.2:/ nz - EOn zl]
a = E(ln'y)( ln:l:) _ E ((lny lnz)]1
b _ E(ln'y)jE(:dn z ) - E( lnz)J - E( lnylnz)[E(:dny - E( lny) ]
- E(ln' y)( ln' z) - E((lnylnz)]'
(3.15)
(3.16)
Speckle Reducing Filt ers : Th ere is a large number of nonlinea r filters (16, 19,
23. 2·1, 281 which arc developed particu larly for reducing speckle. Any model-based
filler should be derived from an accurate model of the degraded image. Meet of the
speckle suppression metho ds using nonlinear filters assume speckle to be a pointwise
mult iplicat ive process which in some cases does not bold true. It has been quite well
' For complet~ d~tail., see (38J.
establi shed tha t speckle in an image is sparlally correlated. However, a few of the
multiplicative filters as described in previous sect ions have been used and found tu
be effective. The following sections provide an overview on t hree lUtt'rs basctl on
speckled image model.
e ) Sigm a filte r : Lee [281 sl1 ~C'> .ed this riltue for smoothing speckle ill SAR
images who observed tha t SAR sp...ckle suppression techniques fall into ma jor two
categories. First . SAR images may be improved by averaging several frames from
lion-overlapping spectra. But when such means ar e not available, speckle Hlllouthillg
could be done after the image h. s been formed by methods based on the stat istics of
image and noise. Lee's Sigma filter is based on the sigma probability of t he Gaussinn
dist ribution. Unlike usual linear filtering, in t his case. the pixel to be "roresse, l
is replaced by rhe average intensity of only those pixels which hevc all illwnsily
within two noise standard deviat ions from t he intensity of the centre pixel. Th us, t he
est imated pixel intensity x(i , j) cal. be expressed
1 ~+ i ...+;
'U,j) ~ No .'f" ,.~. !(k,/)' y(k, l) ('. 17)
where 11 is the noise degraded image, N. is the tota l number or non-sere points ill the
following summation. and o(k,l) is defined as :
{
, II (1 -2.(i,j)) ' y(k ,l ) < y(i .j) < (I +2.li,j )) · ylk ,l ) .
6(k,I ) _ (.!.I8 )
o othe rwise
C) host fHter : Although they began with a ccnvolutlc nel-rnultiplicetlve mu<JcI
or speckle noise, Frost et al. [16] concluded that the SAR trans fer Iunction can be
assumed as constant over some finite bandwid th and hence the SAlt impulse response
can be assumed as an impulse. If f (i,j) denotes the impulse response of the filler,
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the signal estimate is :
x(i , j ) = y(i ,j) .f(i,j) (3.19)
Hased on the simp lified model of speckle (Equation 3.1), Frost et at. proposed a
tocally adapt ive speckle suppressing filter. The basic idea behind this techn ique is
similar to any other filtering technique based on a multiplicat ive noise model. T he
following equation represents the impulse response of the filter :
f (i, j) =K· aJ(i,j) ' cxp (-Q(i,j)~) (3.20)
where K is a constant chosen such tha t the filter prcvidea zero flat field respon se
[i.c. all filler coefficients must sum to zero). The parameter OJ is the decay const ant
which de pends on the local mean and variance and is given by the following equa tion,
(3.21)
where L is the number of looks used to form the image, (7 = and 17.. are respectively
the local stand ard deviation of the image and the noise, a nd e is t he local mean or
t he image. It is quite evident from equations (3.:.!U) and (3.~ 1 ) t haLthe filter weights
decrease exponent ially with distance from the cent re and that the relative weight
is controlled by t he variance to mean squar ed rat io. In uniform regions (smaller
variance] and brighter region (great er mean) , th e speckle is more promi nent and
hence t he weights are more evenly spaced than they are in darker and non-uniform
regions.
g) Kuan filter : Kuan et ai. [231 proposed a multiplicat ive filter which can he
used for suppressing speckle, if it is considered a'l multiplicative noise. Hudson and
Jernig an [19Jconsidered thie model as one of the best in terms of text ure classification
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for sp eckled images. The algor ithn: is similar 10 Lee's multip licative filter 1191. Th e
recorded signal y(i , j ) .5 consider ed as •
y(i,j) = z(i,j)+u(i,j) (:1.22)
where the noise process u(i, j ) depends a l l the signal.r(i ,j ) by th e following equation,
.( i,j) = ,(i,jlln(i,) , - 11
Assu ming loca l .;tationarity of the image , the result ing estimate 01 the image is,
i (i, j) =il i,j) + k[y(;" - , ,jll
wit h
3.3,3 Quadratic Volterra Filter (QVF)
(UI )
(3.25)
A rela tively new technique for nonlinear filtc, ing is based on tru ncated Volterra ecrlcs.
Volt erra series is inherently . onlinear in nat ure which has st imulated researchers to
apply them for nonlinear filte ring purposes. To avoid the complexity of using higher
order te rms, the series can be tru ncate d at second orde r, lead ing to th e Quadr ati c
Volt err a Filter (QVF). Rampoui et al. [411-[50] made an extens ive stu dy of tIlis filter
and pro ved it s robustness in restoring images corrupted by multi plicati ve noise all
discusse d in deta ils in Section 2.4. Based on Ra mponi 's work [SOl , a quad rati c Volterra
filte r is propo sed in present work to resvre speckled images. Before app rc achlng the
design strategy for a speckle specific filte r based on th e quad rat ic Volte rra serk'll,
it see ms necessary to have an idea abo ut t he general theory and propert ies of th e
quadr a tic Volte rra series as will be discussed next.
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3.3 .3.1 T h eory a nd prop erty
The I/ O relationship of a quad rat ic Volterra $Cries can be described by t he [a llowin!
cxprcuion :
(3.26)
where 11 and i arc respect ively the input and outp ut or the system, (nI18,) is t he
pixel of interest and ho is the constant term of the Volterra filter.
The linear operato r Ii. and quadrat ic operator Ii, are given by,
h-l [y(nl, n2)] = :L hl (i 1> i , )y(nl - illn, - it)
(',,;,E5)
h·,[y(n"",)J = :L E h,(i t . i,. i..i ,)y(n l - i ll " ' - i,) .
(i• •i. £s) (j , ,n E 5 )
where S is the finite support or the filter. For examp le, t be finite support of size
N )( N in 20 space is defined u ,
;, ~ -(N - 11I2, j, $ (N - 11I2,
;, ~ -(N - 11I2, j, $ (N - 1)/2 ,
for N taken to be odd.
Equatio n (3.26) can he described more conveniently in matrix3 form :
(3 .28)
(3.29)
where III and Y\ arc NxN mat rices, Y, and H, are N' xN ' mat rices; tr{.} indicates
the trace of a matr ix and {.rrdenotes matr ix transposition. The element (il.i~) of
3To avoid ne!:&1 ive indu inc in Ihe matric", HI & Hr . all ind ias are offaet by (¥). (N odd ).
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the input ma trix Y I corresponds to the input sample (lit - ittn, - i, ). The ma trix
Y, ill obtained (rom Y1 using the following for mula,
('1.:10)
where 0 denotes the 'Kronecker' product . T he matr ix Y2 conta ins the products of all
possible pairs of elements in }) .
As seen in the previous analysis, the number of linear and nonlinear cocfllcicuts
for a. finite support of N x Narc N' and N4 respectively. Thus, even for N :: 3,
the number of coefficients for the quadratic p art of the filter is 81, a large nu mtrcr.
Fortu nately, some valid conditions can be exploited without losing the gCIl~'ral i ly or
the filter, so that the number of independent coefficients can be reduced to a large
extent under the following conditions:
i) uniformity in grey level which implies for a homogeneous region, the linea r CI) -
efficienta and nonlinear coefficients should sum up to one and zero respectively i~
expressed ma thematically by :
L: h1(i 1> i2) = 0
;" i, ES
L: L: h,(i" i" i l,i2) = 0
;J,i,ESj. ohES
ii) symmetry condition which is obvious from the following equations:
(:1.:11)
(:1.32)
which reduces the number of coefficients by half; and
iii ) isotropy condition which means that the orientat ion of the filter mask must not
make any difference to the out put; t his particul ar cond ition gives a large reduct ion
in the nc-nber of coefficients.
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Exploiting these conditio ns for N ""3 the total nu mber of independent linea r and
nonlinear te rms drop to 6 and II , respectively.
h should beclea r that the quadrati c Volterra filter hasma inly two parts - a linear
part and a q uadrat ic part and the filt er respon se is the combinati on of these tw o parts
except for a possible constant offset . The lin ear par t 's role is smoothing th e noise,
wherees, the quadratic part compensates for t he damage caused by th e low-pass filter
on fine detai ls of t h e image. This seems to give an improved perform ance prov ided
tha t the Iilter s . both linea r and quadrat ic can be well designed. However, this is
not an easy task. The followinganalysisis do ne based on Ram poni's work [50l which
arra nges the quadratic coefficients in to three majo r classes, referred to as T ype 0,
Type I and Type 2 coefficients. Th is concept will be used later in designin g the
qua.dratic part of the filter used in thi s resea rch.
Th e quadratic coefficients can be arranged in a 32 x 32 lexicographi cally ordered
matrix H2• Thus, H2 can be considered as a matrix which is composed of 3 x
3 clements , with each element a su b-mat rix of H2 denoted by H2[i,ij , where i,i
represents t he row and colu mn of ma trix H 2 . Each sub-matrix H2 [i ,i J of matrix
112 is in fact a matrix composed of 3 x 3 elements denoted by H2 [i ,i ](k, I ), where
k,I refers to the row and col umn of the sub-matrix 1l2(i ,i ]. Thus, the element of
If 'l ' Jl2[i,j ]( k,/) acts on the product of the image pixels y(i - ¥ ,j - ¥ ) and
y(k-¥,l-l!f) .
A pcesib le set >. of the 11 independe nt coe fficients are :
A = {H,/I , I)II , 1),11,[1. 1](1,2), H, II , 1](1,3),
1I,[I ,I ](2,2) ,I/,[I,I](2,3),H,[I,1)(3,3),
11,[1, 211',2) ,1/,[1,2)(2,I), H ,[1,2)(2,2),
H,[I ,21(3, 2), H, [2,2)(2 , 2)) (3.33)
Depending on the relati ve position of the pair of pix els on which the coefficients
act, these can be divided into 6 SfOUPSand the independ ent coefficients then Iurthcr
reduced to 6 . The set of all quadratic coefficients A can now be defined as ,
where
4H,[I , I )(I ,1) +4H, [1,2)(I ,2) +H,(~ 21(2,2)
4H,(I , 11(1,2)+4H,[I ,2)(2,2)
2H,\I , l )(l ,3) +H, 11 ,2)(3, 2)
2H, [I, 1)(2,2) +2H,(I ,2)(2,1)
D ~ 2H,[I, II (2,3)
H, [I,II(3 ,3)
(3.3-1)
(3 .35)
To render the subsequent.design simpler, the response, areagain classified into thfl.'e
major catego ries based on the distance meas ured using 8 connectiv ity u a met ric
between the couple of pixels on ....hich the corresponding quadratic coefficient ac t, .
The distance between twopixeb (i,i) and (kt l) denoted by dist«i,j),(k, t)) is defined
tli.d {(i, i), (k, /)) :::: maz(. b.t(i - .I: ),4b,,(j - I)) (3.36)
And beeee the three typca are,
Type 0: Ao = {a} having dilJ!((i , j ),(k,I)) :::: 0
Type 1: AI:::: {P, t } baving di"I((i,i ). (.I:,I)) == I
Type 2, A, = {I, e,"1 h,,;ng di, t« i , j ), (' ,I )) =2 (3 .3 7)
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3.4 Speckle-specific edge detection techniques
As mentioned in Section 2.5, edge detectors are m ainly of t he Stament type i.e. the
dct.«ton are based on t he difference between pixel valuell. Tb il type of edge detecto r ,
when applied to speckled ima~. yields very poo r results because of multiplicative-
convolutional nature of speckle noise. Very few speck le-specific edge detec t ion meth-
00' have been developed as discussed in deta il in Section 2.5.2. Brief analytical
descripticna of some of t hese method s are include d here.
3.4.1 Coefficient of Va riat ion
It is well known t hAt for rad ari magery, the coefficient ofvariation (olp =~IE(x ))
is constant i.e. independ ent of mean power over a homogeneous area {50, 611. The
Probability of False Alarm (P/ a) ill defined as th e proba.bility that a.pixel of a.be-
rnogeneous area. is detected u an edge pixel (61). U PI a i. depende nt on t he mean
power as it i. in th e ta&e of speckled image, it i. be tt er to use an edge detector bued
on an operator which is independent of the mean power an d such an operator has a.
property of Const ant Fa.lse Alarm Rate (CFRA). An edge detecto r of CFAR could
be developed usi ng the coe fficient a/ IJ as an edge st renst h measure. In pract ice, an
estimate of coefficient of va.riation [i.e, the st andar d deviat ion to mean ratio denoted
by u/ fJ) is computed over a window of N neighboring pixels and th e centre pixel of
t he window is rep leeed by tbis value. a and }J are computed as,
(3.38)
and
(3.39)
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In practice since the distribution of 11/Jl is around If. the threshold is set to a value
T = .;tii+ c, where f is very small number a nd L is th e number of independen t
looks. So the lar ger ul p. is, the greater is the probability tha t the pixel of interest i!l
a part of an ed ge. The pixel is assigned to an edg e if the edge strength ~ ?: T,
3.4.2 Frost' CFAR edge detector
Frost et al. [17] proposed a.nedge detecting techn ique for SAR images. T he method
applies maximum Likelihood Ra tio (LR) as the measure of edge strength . Maxi ·
mum likelihood rat io is computed based on a SA R image model and works quite
satisfac torily. T he likelihood ra tio is given by,
A(YIY:lY3"' YN) = N • ;Nnf-. l iJoL expt.-~; IPo) . (3.'l0)
[li=l (fJi exp(-y;/Pl)+{1i cXP(- y;/ P1))
where Y. the ith pixel valu e and
Po=M,/L, (3.41)
with a local mean of M il using a ll pixels Y,Y2 ' • YN, and L independent number o f
looks.
DI = Po- RJ
p, ~Po+ RI
and RJ is defined as,
(3.12)
where w2 = S~ + M: wit h S;bein g the variance of neighborhood.
Frost e! al. clai med that the method can be gen eralized and applied to any noisy
images with som e knowledge of th e first order sta tistics oCt he noise. The given test
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image model assumes only t he multipli cative model of speckle with corre lation fully
ignored and t he likelihood ratio is calcu lated based o n this assumption. A thin ning
operato r [i 7} should be used after the LR operator in o rder to produce fine edges.
3.4.3 Bovik's ratio of Averages (ROA)
Anot her approach to the sol ution of t his pro blem was made by Bovik (91. He sug-
gested a logical comb ination of a ratio or averages (ROA) and the Gaussian Smoot hed
Laplacian (C SL) edge detectors. According to Bovlk, the ratio of averages edge de-
tector is quite efficient on speckle- degraded images hu t bas a d rawback of generating
very thick edges. On the oth er hand a general edge detector such as the Gaussian
Smoo thed Laplacian gives fine edges b ut gives rise to many fals e edges which is not
at all desirable. A combina.t ion of these two edge detectors (logical AND operation
on t he resulti ng images obtained from t he output oC t he se two dete ctors) gives better
result s than either of t he indi vidual edge detectors . Th e ratio of averages edge detec-
tor iiJcomputed as des cribed below :
lloriaontel component :
H(i, i )=max[R(i,i) ! Lli,i),L(i,il! R(i,il ) (3,43)
where R(i,j ) and L(i,j) are the average values cf the nei ghboring pixels immediately
to the right and left t o the image coordina te (i ,n resp ect ively.
T he vertica l comp o nent V(i ,j) is similarly computed and finally the overall edge
magnitude could be g iven by,
Rli, i l = V[H' (i,i l +V' (i,il] (3.14)
Now, a. predefined threshold is used to obta in t he final the edge map. Thu s, R(i,j) >
T implies that an edge is likely present or otherwise there is likely no edge .
3.4.4 Extended Ratio of Averages CFAR
Another edge detec tor which is simply an exten sion of IlOA detector is proposed by
Touzi d al. [60, 61] which uses the Constant False Ala rm Rate (CFAR) concept. This
method is model-based and designed particularly {or SAil images. Ii hils been shown
that the performanc e of an ROA detector dcpc r-ls on the size of neighborhood, num-
ber ofindependen t looks and ratio of mean powers. The detector uses some sl il ti~ lkal
est imates to calculate edge strength . A contr ast rat io of two homogeneous areils or
the same intensity, is defined as C. =maz( PI/ P2, P1I PI), with C. = I for two lu)·
mogeneous areas. Given a threshold T, it is t hen possible to compute the conditio1\al
probability of detect ion (Pd ) within the boundary between two homogeneous areas
of contras t ratio C.. :
Pd(T,C..) =Prob(r < TIC. ) = iT p(rIC..)dr (:1..15)
Hence,
PI a(T ) = Pd(T, I ) P ,'16)
The effect of edge orientation and neighborhood size arc also important consider»-
tions and have been taken into account. Edge orientation in >1 different t!jrcclious is
suggested an d this is differe nt from Bovik's method which uses only horizontal and
vertical direct ions. Althoug h the concept of using different thresh olds with iucreaslng
window size is also proposed, but it is not dear how t he different threslJoltl~ are com-
puted [60, 61}. In presen t work, only the idea of four di fferent orienta tions is used. A
thinning edge process based on grey-tone morphology (52]is a lso suggested following
the edge detection because the resulting edge map is q uite t h ick.
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3.5 Performance measures
Evaluating a filler 's performance both qualitatively and quantitative ly is import ant .
A comp arison between several fillers developed [or the same purpose can be made
based upon some pre-established measures. There are a number of feature s on which
a filter call be evaluated . As it is usually not possible to find one filter which is the
best in all respects, II. filter is considered as a good one if it performs reasonably well
according to most of the desired feat ures. Depending on the purpose of filtering,
different per forma nce cri teria can be chosen. However, image restoration filters are
usua lly evaluated in terms of th eir noise smoothing ability. Images of interest in this
t hesis a rc meant for interpretation either by human or machine and resolu tion is also
very importa nt consideration. So equal attention is paid to investigating both the
noise smoothing and edge preserving ab ility of the filters.
3.5 .1 Noi se smoothing measures
A t rad itional measure of noise smoot hing is the Mean Squared Error (MSE). When
working with synthetic image data, t he un-corrup ted image is assumed to be known.
I1ence, the global MSE for the noisy image and filtered images can be calculated.
However, it is well known that reduction of il.ISE does Dot necessarily indicate an
improvement in interp retabili ty (human or machine) [381. Anothe r commonly used
noisesmoothing measure is Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The SNR for a whole image
as well as for 1\\'0 sample homogeneous regions of low and high intensit ies can be
calculated too.
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3 .5.2 Edge preserving measures
A I1lter can be evaluated in terms of its edge preserving cap ability. h is often t ill,'
case that filtering reduces th e resolution an d causes blurred edges which might ll'iu!
to mis-Interp retat ion in the analysis of the image. Several edge detec tion measures
are available which can beused to compare edge maps obt ained before and after
filtering. Thu s an evaluatio n of different filters can be made in terms of their cllp;c
pre servation ability and possibly even their edge enhancement ability. One such wdl
known measure proposed by Pratt is his 'figure of merit ' [431 which yields a single
value with respect to edge displace ment , ambiguity and inco rrect clasaificatio u, etc.
is defined by :
R ~ _ _ 1 ' _
max(NA. NI ) 1+ f3tP (:I.H)
where Nt! and Nt are respect ively the tota l number of edge pixels in t he actual and
ideal edge maps, d is the perpendicular distance (rom an actual edge pixel lo the
ideal edge pixel and 13 is a scaling consta nt. Pratt 's figurc of mcrit is very COIll Jlilcl
and is quite biased [351. Some more accurat e measures (or evaluating edge detectors
are proposed by Mcl.ean and Jern igan 1351. Some similar edge detect or's mcaeurua
are suggested here to evaluate the edge maps resull ing (rom speckled image and
filtered images. The (actors named ~correct" , "ambiguous", "missed" and "wrong"
are defined as,
c
M
2 x #correct
# true +# /o und
#am biglJolJs
~
#misscd
#l rue
where
IV #fo.1sc
#/ound
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(3.48)
• #lruc= number of total edge pixel, in the ideal or true edge map ,
• # found"" numbe r of edge pixe ls found in t he edge ma p of interest,
• # corred= number of true edge pixel s which were found with either one or two
edge pixels within a oSx oS window centere d at corresponding tr ue edge pixel
locat ion.
• #ambiguous= number of true edge pixels which were found with more t han
one edge pixels within a.5 x 5 window cent ered at correspo ndi ng true edge pixel
loca tion.
• #mi ssed= number of true edge pixels which were not found with at least a
single pixel within a 5 x 5 window centered at corresponding t rue edge pixel
locat ion.
• #wrohg=- number of pixels found which were not in t he ideal edge map within
a 5 x .5window centered at corre spo nding pixel location.
A good edge detector should provide a. large val ue of C and small values of A, At
and W.
3.5 .3 Other m easures
Visual inte rpretability is no doubt anot her impo rtant consider atio n in eva luating a
filter's pe rforma nce, Images of interest in this t hesis are meant to be int erpret ed
by humans or machines. If availab le, rea l data can be gat hered and processed and
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expert viewers can be asked to evaluate the qua lity of t he image before and art~'r
filtering. This willlikely give & bett er understanding of the lmprovemc nt in h.'1'Il \." of
t he information content. Time consumption and complexity of filters ill dl"lli':l1<\111.1
implementa.tion are also worth in\'cstigatill& as other measures of filter perforurancc.
3 .6 Concluding r emarks
Based on the above discussion of SAR speckle mcdcllng and of differcnt nonlinear
filter ing theory including the QVF, it is intended to design a speckle lllodd- llasctl
QVF. As is clear from the previous discussion, t he QVF has the most &clleralizt.>d
structure among all t he filters t ha t have been discussed and hence it is flexible From
the design point of view. The next chapter focusses mainly on t he proposed method-
ology for m?deling SAR speckle a.nd suggests some speckle-specific QVF dcsigue wilh
detailed descriptions Cor implementa tion. Also a new edge detector based on BClVik's
and Touz i's ROA edge detector and a.t hinning algorithm [53) AtC descr ibed in det ail.
Chapter 4
Methodology and Implementation
4.1 Method ology
Although speckle has been discussed and dealt with in the literatur e [16, 19, 23,
24, 28}, there still remains the question of removing speckle from an imag e whi le
preserving the underlying informat ive stru cture. The present t hesis is an attempt to
t he solution of this problem. Some of t he previously discussed image restoration filte rs
will be applied to compare their performance on speckled images in terms of edge
preserving noise smoothing. Some of these filters are meant for speckle suppression
and some arc not. However, those filters 'which seem to be appropr iate in terms
or reducing speckle while preserving the fine deta ils are investigated. A relatively
new technique which has not been applied previously to solve the speckle problem is
demonst rated as well.
4.1. 1 Choice of speck le mod el
To choose 3 11 image restoration filler specifically for speckle degraded images, one
must know the speckle statislics and have a speckle model. A realistic model of
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speckled SAR images is one which is describ ed by Hudson and Jernigan [HI]. ,\
slight modificat ion of this model (Section 3.2) will be used throughout the remaind er
of th is thesis. The validity of the model will be tes ted. It is well esrabhshed that
speckled images have a property of maintaining constant SNR as the mean intcllsily
of the image varies. However, the value of the constant depends on the llnmln'r of
independent looks, the SAR PSF and also on the type of image (amplitude, illtc l1sit.\·
ete. ). A test will be performed to Confirmthat the model used would provide constant
SNR which is independent of the mean intensity .
4.1. 2 Quadratic Volterra filter
It has been proven that speckle is a multiplicative and partially correlated noise .\lI.1
argued that a linear filter may net work optimall y in suppressing speckle. tl.1(~~1 of pre -
vious reported work in tbis area assumes a multiplicative model of speckle and hence
uses multiplicat ive filters for removing speckle. The fad tha t speckle i ~ par ti ally
correlated , has largely been ignored although it is an important consideration. The
inter-pixel correlation o(speckle leads to a conclusion that the edge preservingspeckle
smoot her must have a spat ial memory in its str ucture. The Qua dratic Volterra fil ~,!r
origina ting (rom the truncated Volterra series has been used widely and ha.s h (.~!11
proven to be a very effective way of dealing with nonlinear problems. As mentioned
in Section 2.4,1, some of the successful applicat ions in which the quadratic Volterra
filter proved its robustness arc echo cancellation [81, modelling low frequency drift
oscillat ions under sea wave excitation, electromagne tic scattering from quadratically
nonlinear ta rgets and in general modeling quad ratica lly nonlincar syste ms [21, 221.
The applicat ion of the Volter ra filte r in image processing is also found in many flrt:.
vious papers (as illustrated in section 2.4.2). Specially, applicat ions of the Quadratic
·16
Volterra filter in image enhancement {441,edge ext raction [491 and edge preserving
smoothing [50] seem to he very satisfactory. Moloney's filter uses a t runcated Tay -
lor series in accordance with a pointwise multiplicative noise model [38J. Since t he
Volter ra series can be considered as a Taylor series with memory, the Volte rra fil-
ter might be able to ta ke into account the correlation prope rty of speckle and might
yield bettcr results for speckled images. The Volterra filter has a generalized nonlinear
struct ure which provides flexibility in different types of filter design. However, most
Volter ra fillers, used in various applicat.ions, are designed only up to t he quadratic
term L l."Cil USC of the huge complexity of further higher orders, and also because most
of the practica l nonlinear problems are not so complex t hat they require higher than
a second order filter to obtai n an adequa te resul ts. A quadratic Volterra filter is
therefo re proposed here to solve the problem of speckle.
Though named a quadmtic filter, it has bot h a linear part and a quad ratic part.
Tile linear part. which is intended to playa role in noise smoothing , can be any low-
pass filler. A simple box-type local averaging filter i'l proposed because the quadratic
parl is of main interest here,rat her than the linear part . However, it is difficult to
design the quad ratic part which compensa tes for the blurring effect caused by th e
linear part, becau se of the large number of independent coefficients. The present
design is restric ted to a filler suppo rt of N =3. For a fairly homogeneous area in
a speckled image , it is perhaps best not to use the quadratic part of the filter at
all. li enee, a decision-directed implementat ion of the filter is suggested here as was
also proposed by Ramponi (451. The filter coefficients can be either set to some fixed
values beforehand or updated in a regular fashion throughout the image as will be
discussed later in detail in Section 4.2.2. The effect or th e thre e types of responses
on the speckled images are investigated.
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4.1.3 Choice of filt er s
The other filters which are chosen as candidates Io, the present study of edge pre-
serving speckle smoothing are:
1. Linear average filter
2. Median filter
3. Homomorphic filter
4. Lee's mult iplicative filter
5. Two-point Taylor filter
6. Lee's sigma filter and
7. Frost filter.
The reason the linear average filter has been chosen is that it is important to see how
the other filters work with respect to a slmplelinear average filter. Fora homogeneous
region, a linear filter should perform quite well regardless of the type of nciso. Ilow-
ever, it is expected t bat edge retention will be much beucr in othe r filters. Although
median filter is an ad hocchoice, it plays a good role in image enhancement which
explains why it has been chosen. The multiplicative property i~ very prominent ill
speckle and multip licative filters have been previously used in many previous speckle
supp ression techniques, homomorphic filter, Lee's multiplicat ive filter and the two-
point Taylor algorithm. The remaining two filters were developed for SAn. speckle
smoothing purpose and hence are worth invest igating for their smoothing and edge
retention ability. Finally the proposed filter will be applied to speckled images and a
compara t ive study or it and all of the above filters is reported.
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4.1.4 Types of data
To lest the filters' performa nce, it is necessary to ha ve a set of images. It is wort h
mentioning that in image processing, it is impo rtant to test a developed algorithm
on more than one image, since it might happen that an algorith m works well for
a part icular image, but may perform very poo rly for some oth er images. It was
decided to usc created images of three or four different types and to simulate speckle
corrupted versions of each image using the speckle model (Equation 3.2). The choice
of synrhetice lly created images need not necessarily be very complex. In practice, SAR
images are not very complex in te rms of their numbe r of grey levels or fluctuation
of image intensit ies. Most of the work previously done on synthetic SAR images
[9. 19, 23] lise images of relatively simple st ructure. Atten tion must be paid while
choosing images so t hat the edge detect ing capability can be measured effectively even
in the worst possible situations. An an nular ring and st ripe pa ttern are app ropriate
for this purpose. It is also important to show a filter's performance in homogeneous
areas of both br ii~hl and da rk intensities. Images wit h two cont rast grey levels would
be appropriate from t hispoint of view. Also a more complex image is used to illustr ate
t he overal l performance of t he filters. In ad dition, to test the validity of t he speckle
model some tests are perfor med. These tests require an image of gradually varying
intensit ies in the horizont al direction. This pa rt icular image is used only for the
purpose of validity of the speckle model as will be discussed later in Section 4.2.1.
4. 1.5 Edge de tect ion
Investigating various edge det ection techniques for speckle corrupted images is an im-
portant issue in th is thesis, because a lack of good edge deter-tor for speckled images
makes it very difficult to detect edges in such images. Edge detect jon is llt'CCssarr if
one must determine either qualitative or quantitative measures for the edge preserving
ability of a filter. For original un-corrupted images (known for syutuetically goner-
ated images), any well known edge detector e.g . Sobel, Robert's gradient, Gaussian
smoothed Laplacian etc. [181,will givesubsta ntially good performance. However, to
detect edges in speckled images, a slight modification of Bovik's Ratio of I\vcrages !ll"
teeter and a combination of Ratio and Gradlcm of Averages (RGOA) edge detectors
are proposed , since most of the common edge detection techniques perform poorly Oil
speckled images.
4.1.6 Performanc e m easur es
Filter performanee needs to be evaluated quantita tively and qualitativcl}·. Two very
common noise smoothing measures are the global Mean Square Error (MSE) nnd
the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). These arc computed for a corrupted image and
its filtered versions to examine the filter performance in terms of noise smoothing.
A lower value of MSt and higher value of SNR arc expected after fiIlering. Edge
detection ability is determined before and after filtering by the correctness of the
edge map, based on some measure; namely number of correct, missed, ambiglJfJlj,~ ,
wrong etc. as defined earlier in Section 3.5.2.
4.2 Implementation
4.2 .1 Speckle simulation
A multiplicative convolutional model (Equation 3.2) has been used for speckle model
simulat ion. The first step is to generate a two-dimensional noise field, T here is
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" provision for ,!cneral ing noise having different probabi lity dist ributions [42J [e.g.
x. x -squa.red, Gauuiiln, exponen tia.lete .]. However. noise having expone ntia.l and X·
Jqu&rcd dist ribution are used (or generat ing one-look and mult i-look speckled im&l;es.
The next step is to mul tiply each ideal image pixel pointwise with samp les drawn
from the noise file of interest depending on the desired number of looks. Thu s the
multiplicative pu t of the model is generated . To take the correlat ion property of
spec kle into accou nt, it is necessary to know or assume the point spread func t ion
or impulse response of an imaging system. Since the present work involves SAR
speckle simulation, a hypothetical but realistic impulse response (or a SAR syste m is
chosen. Th e assumed impulse response has a circularly symmet ric Gaussian shape,
the edge of which is ta ken to be 10 decibels below the peak value. Th is response
wa.~ initially used by Hudson and Jernigan r19J. The resulti ng multiplicative image is
then convolved.with the given PSF of SAR and an amplitude speckle model of SAR
ima.ge is lhus obta ined with the expected stal istics of such &II image. At this point ,
it seems almost essentia l to test the validity of the model generated . This is done
using a 200 x 128 image with gradually vuying inten sities from 0 to 200 corrupted
with speckle as shown in Fig. 4.1(1.). Both one-look and four-look speekle have been
considered (Figs . ·I.l (b) and (e)). The ratio of the sta ndard deviat ion (std) to mean
for all coJumns in this image are expected to be equal with theoretical values of 0.522
And0.25 for one-look and four-look images, respectively (19, 25}. The plot of the ratio
against the mean intensity in Fig. 4.2. shows a close match bet ween the expected
value and the values found. Moreover, t he horizontal distr ibution or the ra tios confirm
the fact that the standard deviat ion of the image is directly proportiona l to the mean
intensity. Another image with uniform intensity of 40 throughout the image has been
eyntheticelly created an d corrupted with one-leek and Cour-look speckle (not shown).
(.) (b) (e)
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Figu re 4.1: (a) Original image "bands"; (b) One-look speckle corrupted version; (c)
Four-look speckle corrupted version
The histograms of these image! are shown in Fig. 4.3. These figures illustrate the
pdf of these images which seem to follow a Rayleigh and x-distribution as exp ected
(or one-look and multi-look speckled images, respectively, [19, 25].
4.2.2 Quadratic Volterra filt er implementation
A variety of different implementations of the quad ratic Volterr a filter have been car-
tied out as a part of th is work and although not all of them perform satisfactorily, it
is wort hwhi le to describ e some of the previ ous experiments to illustrate the develop -
ment of the successful QVF s has been done . Finally, th e implementation of the filte r
which gives the most satisfactory results is discussed in detail.
As mentioned earlier, it is not difficult to implement the linear pa rt of a QVF . A
simple box type low pass filter performs well for this purpose, and has been used in
all implementations. It is important to remember that the quadratic part may not
rnecessari ly per form any be tt er over homogeneous areas , and in fad. it rna)' cause SOIlK'
artifACts in these areas. For this reason. it .".asdecided to tum olf the quadratic 'lOu t
in these areas. A thres hold is th us provided in all implementations which dcll'flll iul'll
whet her or not the pixel to be estimated is requited to be p~cJ tluough till'
quadratic part. Thus,
H, li ,j J(k, l ) '= {I if L(rr,IJl,) ~ r
o othe rwise
where , 11,and p., are t he local s tandard deviation and mean calculated from the IIl1iKy
image , respect ively; L i, th e independent number of looks and T is a mul l iplyillg r;~( L o r
which must be chosen interactively,
The difficulty arises in designing the quadratic part because it hee a large number
of in dependent quadrat ic coefficients ; II even for . small moUkeiac of :1 )(:1. Tile
following discussion presents some met hods used in t his wor k used in sell in! thl'!lC
coefficients. Some of these met hods are hued on trial and error.
• Fixed coefficient!! QVF:
One pcesib le implementation is to choose the quadra t ic coeflicienllJ sHch t hal
the filter fulfills three conditions namely uuiCormily, symmetry and i!lOtrupy
(Equation 3.29 and 3.33). An algorithm is t hus developed which la ke! theset
of these coefficientsill one of the input" and maps them to t he 9 )( 9 quadratic
coefficient matrix creating a fixed mask. Th e same filte r cocfliciCfltS are used
through out the image to be filtered. However , it is difflcult tc choose all t!lc~c
values without havingmuch inrormation about the shape of the quadratic 1II;...sk.
As described by Ramp oni [501. some orthese cocfficienl s can be con si<lcrL~l lL~
zero when an edge preserving smoother js of great importance.
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Figure 4.3: IIistogram of a uniform image corrupted by speckle noise (mean = 40)
• Kronecker prod uct c oefficie n h QVF:
The next implement ation avoids choosing all 11 coefficien ts . In t h is implemen -
tati on , the 9 x 9 quadratic mat rix is form ed by ta king the " Kronec ker" pro d uct
IIftwo equal symmetric 3 x 3 m a trices. Si nce t he matrices are equal and sym -
metri c, one needs to kn ow only 3 out of 9 oCthei r elemen ts. Thus if H23 is a
symmet ric 3 x3 matr ix then d e 9 x9 qa ed retic m atrix is given by t he follow ing
equat ion,
( 4.1)
where 0 stands for the "Kronccker" product. The following constraint is irn-
portant to meet the sym metry, gre y-level uniformity and iso tropy co nditions on
the quadr atic coefficients. Thus ,
L H. (i ,j) - O
(i ,j l
(4 .21
This condi tion however reduces the number of unkn owns to 2. So a trial an d
error p rocess is used to choose th e best values of these t wo unkn owns which
gives a satisfactory outp ut.
• Proportional weig ht coefficients QVF:
Based on Ramponi's idea ol thrce typesof filters [501 . coefficient values lVo, u rI, W,
for the th ree types (discussed in details in Section 3.3.3) are arbitrarily chose n
such thal r?",oW; = O. The weight calc u lated for a given type A; ofthe re-
sponse {Equation 3.31) is then eq ually dist ributed to all elements o f that ty pe.
Hence, t he clements of Ai (Equation 3.37 ) are ass igned to have the followin g
value s,
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a =lVo
p=(= ~
IV
6=0;;14 "' --/ (-U)
Again , each weight of a given type can be propor tionall y dis t ributed 1\1,III
elemen ts of the corresponding type. T he independent coefficients (Ecluilt iull
3.35) arc evaluated as shown below,
11, \1, lj(l , I) = 11, \1,21(1,2) = ~o
f{ 2[2,21(2,2) = ~n
11, \1, 111 1,2) =/1,11,2112,2) =~ ~
1I, \1, lj (2, 2) = 11,( 1, 21(3,2) =~,
1I, (I , lj(l , 3) =~,
11, (1,2113 ,2 ) = ~,
11, \1,11(2,31= 0
1I, (1, lj (3,3) = p
Knowing the values for all J I coefficient s, the 9 x 9 q uad ra tic coefficient Ili ll t ri x
8 2 is formed.
• Me an squ are esti mat ed c oefficient s QYF:
Let r ( i , j ) denote the SAR image which is corrupte d by speckle noise /I f(' C:L'!I ~
n(i,j) . Therefore, the corrup ted image y(i,j ) at pixel (i,i) can he written as,
y(i, jJ = [x(i, j) · n (i, j )1'" h(i, j J (V i)
ss
where h(i,j) is t he point spread functio n of the SAR.
Assuming that the estimated value of any pixel can be exp ressed as a QVF .
operating on the speckled image, a minimum Mean Squar e Erro r (MSE) esti-
mat ion is prese nted to obtain the coefficients cl the QVF. A simpler structure
of the estimation for the problem is att empted here as given in t he following
equation,
,v-I
.i::: i {i , j) + l: O'r L y(i,j) y(k,l)
r=O [{i.JI.(k,/Jli:S.
(4.6)
where S. is a set which contains all possible pairs of pixels (i,i) and (k, I) such
t hat the distance (Equation 3.36) between these pixels are r i.e.
dist{(i,j) ,(k ,/») =r (4.7)
For simplicity, the index for the second summation will be omitted th roughout
the following analyais, For N ::: 3, three coefficients 00 . OJ and Q2 have to
be deter mined. One simple way of estimating these coefficients is illustrated
below. To further simplify the process, one coefficient is est imated at a time
while 5cll ing the others to zero.
Detcrm ination of a,
An objective function J (a, } can be defined as,
J(n .) E[(x (m .n) - i(m, nW I
Elir(m .n) - j(m.n) -0, L: y(i , j)y (k, I)I'
E{(.r(m.n) - y(m,n))2]_ 2Q,E{(x(m,n)
- , (m. n)) L: y(i , j )y(k, I)
+0,' EIiL: y(i.j)y(k.l))'] (4.8)
By minimizing the objec t ive funct ion, an optimum solution for n, will Ill' ob-
t ained ,
l ·\. ~l )
Thi s yields,
E [(r {m ,n ) - y{m,u » E y(i , j )y(k, l) ]
Q , ~ EIE,(i ,j),(k,11I P ,I U)
However, it is impossible to dete rmine l:.'[.r {m, II) L:y(i,j)y(k, /)] unbs till' nuis('
statislics are well known. In th is case , the overall noise statistics or t he model
(Equation 3.2) are not well known . Nevert heless, if a purely 1I11l11iplicati\'"
model is assu med, the above mentioned expression call be evaluated eas ily Innn
t he noisy image process . Denoting r (m , II) . y(i,]) and y(k, l ) as l' 1, YI and ,1/1,
respect ively, the following relat ion can be derived ,
E(YlY~Y31
E[.rIY~Y31
£[ndE[.l IY~Y3 ]
E[YIY2Y3)
It is also assumed here tha t t he noise process is indepe nden t of the flrigillill
ima ge.
Therefore,
EI(,(m, n) - Hm, nl) E , (i,ily(k, /)1
Q, = E(,(i,jj ·,(k,I))'
• -t-dlr ecelcn- cnented QV F:
1<.11)
Th e next implementat ion is an attempt to make the quad ratic part me re M~ I I'
slt lve to the noise particu larly in the edgy regions. T he quadratic part in bot l,
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bl lloriaar.lA! '--- - - 1 ~:- - - - - -I , I I• " C •• I • ,, ,, ,, ,1. •• _ _ ,Figu re 4.4: 4 one-dime nsional filt ers in different orientat ions
or till : ab ove implemcnrario ns has worked on a 3 x 3 region of suppo rt which
docs 110 1 seem to be large e nough. But a large region of support means a larger
mask size of the quadrat ic filter. However, to Avoid the huge complexity in
dea ling wit h a. two-dimensional quadratic filter ha.ving an N x N filter mask,
it seems much simpler as well as effect ive to usc rour one-dimensional filters in
four different orient ations• • horizontal, vertical. diagonal and counte r-d iagona l
as shown in Fig. 4.4.
In t his way. it is possible to cover a larger portio n surrounding the centre pixel
to be estimated in " particula r directions without increasing the complexity.
Th is has been done where the estimated value of a pixel loca.ted al (m. n) is
des cribed by the fe llewing equation,
z(m,n) = y(m,n ) + i: i: w(d.. d, )l '( d.. d,) (4.12)
<1. : 0 4. ",0
wher e, i (m , II) and y(m, n ) are the eet .imeted value cf th e orig inal image and the
exp ected va lue of the corru pted image , respect ively; Y (d.. d.) is the expected
value of the product or pair e r the pixels (i. j) and (k,l ) having inter-pixels
dist ance or d. and di rection of d•. and w(d.. d. ) is a weight asslgned to Y (d. ,d. ).
A definit ion slightly different than th e pre vious one (Equatien 3.36) of Ji$t is
used here and is given by :
di.'W,j),{k , I)) =. " (i - k) + ...u- I) (·1.13)
Th e direct ion of & pair of pixels, (i ,j) and (1.:, 1)i. denoted here by Jir «(i .j ). ( .l-,l )
a.nd the arbi trar y values &Ssigned to four sta ndard directions ate,
I · vertical
2 · diagonal
3 • counter ·diagonal
Th us Y (d.,dr ) can be expressed as shown below,
Y(d" d,) = ,(Id ) L y(;. j)-y( k, l )I r l iJU' ,1j (-1.14)
with Ji.d ((i .j), (k ,l) '" d. and dir (( i .j ),(k.l)) '" d.; where, N(d,.) UCllu h.'!Ilhc
number of such pixels in the direction of tir. The summat ion is taken over iii.
21+ l iong st rip, 3 pixels wide, symmet ric around the pixel (m,n ) and the strip
is a long the direction of cf,. , where the cf,. indicates the direction crthc gcnel tu
d.. For d. = O. only those pixels which lie on the line of cf,. pUlin g Hlrour;h
(m,D ) are used for calculating Y(O,dr ) . Thus N( d...) for d. = 0, I and 2 are,
N(O)
N(l )
N(2)
2/+ I
2(2/+ I)
2/t 1
(HI)
«.16)
«.17)
Th e product Y(d"d. ) is normalized with the lccel mean Y(rn, n).
To make the algorithm simpler, the weights can be made independent uf the
direction and in this cue, the weights denoted by w(drJ become iii. function (mty
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ofthe d istance d~ . The weights w(O), w{l ) and w(2) provided before processing
the speckled image. Different weights were chosen to test speckled images and
the empi rical relations found amon g the th ree weights are as follows:
wIll ~ Kw(O)
w(2) - (w(O) + wIll) (4.18)
where K is a positive integer between the range 2 to 5.
The algorithm can be further refined to make it more sensitive to edges. This
is done by determin ing the probable occurrence of an edge at a. pixel and the
probable direction and strength of the edge. A ratio r(d,l which measures
approximately the probability tha t the pixel estima ted belongs to an edge, is
defined as :
(d ( 1' (O.d, ) Y(2,d. ))r r} = max Y(2,d~ )' Y {O,d r ) (4 .19)
The larger the value of r (d.), the higher is the probabili ty that the estima ted
pixelis a part of an edge in the direction of d• . So, calculating d. 's for all possible
4 directions , the direction d.", which gives the maximum ratio is dete rmined
and on ly the products (Y (d.. d.", )s) are used for subsequent processing. This
method has a big disadvantage. since in the vicinity of an edge in a part icular
direction, the rat io corresponding to the orthogonal direction is most likely to
be maximu m which may affect t he resulting image in a severe manner. To avoid
thill, it is suggested that it be checked whether or not the least rat io is below a
certain ra nge (typical values found are (0.01 · 0,1)). A very low value of r(d .)
implies that t he pixel is near the edge and it is bette r to avoid nonlinea r filtering
on it. So, a second check is provided to determine whether or not a pixel should
be sub jected to nonlinear filtering.
ti l
[E 8BN:!
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Figure 4.5: Neighborhood pair oriented in four different directions
In all t he a bove met hods, an ove ral l scaling factor c is applied to the quad rutic
response of the filler. It can be adjusted proper ly a(ler l ome trials; wilh the i......gc !I
tested , t he sca le is fou nd to be in the ra nge of 0.05 - 0.5. In t he (ollowing chapte r ,
only th e "Proportional wej~b t coefficient " and "4· diredion-oriented" QV F, arc used.
To be co nsisten t , the weiShts (or the three types will Lc denoted a.! We, \VI and W2
for bot h methods .
4.2.3 Ratio of Averages ed ge detector
The typ ical gra d ient type edge det ector is not suit ab le lor det ecting cd!o on spcckk-d
images. Since speckle is multiplicative in nature, a rat io of Aver ages edge tlcll'Clo r
seems to work better , On e such edge de tector is proposed by Tcu zi dol. (GO, (j II .
Based on these studies, a simplified form of II. ra.lio of average, j , used in the following
edge detector.
• M odi fied Ra t io or Averages ( M ROA) ed ge d e t ector :
To determine whether an edge is present a t a glven location of an image, an
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edge streng th measure is needed. A window of a given size N x tV cent red
at the pixel of inte rest, is split into two con tiguous neighbourhoods for each
of the four usual directions as shown in Fig . 4.5. The averages of the pixe ls
in the cont iguous neighbour hoods for the fou r pairs are calculated. Thus. t he
edge stre ngth measur ed at a particular pixel locat ed at (x , y) for ith pair of
neighbourh ood ca ll be defined es :
R; = min (P,jQ"Q./P,) ; ; = 1· · · 4 (' .20)
where, Pi and Qi a rc the a,-cragcs of the pixels in the two neighb ourhoods.
T he edge strength is measured for four direc tions and since a lower value of Ri
implies that ILII edge is mol ~ likely to be presen t at th at location, the minimum
value among the four ratios is determined a nd finally the ratio R is obtained,
(' .21)
The estimated edge strength has to be thresh olded using a predefined threshold
T and the desired edge map is obt ained, Too low and/o r too high va.lues of
T and N, respectively, might result in an edge map ha.vinga large number of
missing edges, On t he other hand, too high and /or too low values of T and N,
respectively, might yield la rge numbe rs of spurious edgesand very thick lines
in the edge map. So il is very impor tant to chooseoptimal values of T and N
which comp romise between missing edges and ambiguous and/or wrong edges
in the edge map. For good performance, the range of T a.nd N has been found
to be 0.2 - 0.8 and 5 -II , respectively.
• Rat io an d Gradient of A verag es (RGOA) ed g e detector
It has been noticed that above met hod suffers from a limitation, It tends to
ti:1
locate more edges in darker regions than edges ill brigiller rl'gions even i{ tlu'
contrast is held constant . This makes the method very susceptible III noise
(false edges) in darker areas if edges belong to a brighter area ill lilt' snuu-
image, have to be detected. The effect ca nno t be noticed and ILl' lICl' [all be
ignored in high cont rast images. But this effect is very prominent in the imllgt'S
with low contrast regions. This is understan dable because the ratio of a\W ngl's
rather than the gra dient is being used as an edge measur e. But {or corrclntcd
speckled images t he multiplicat ive nature of noise is cempcnsatedpnrt.ially hy
the correlat ion property of the speckle. Undoubtedly, a grad ient type etlgc
detecto r would not work properl y. However, th e combination of these twu l )' IWS
or detectors might work bette r than anyone o f these. This is attempted in tllis
work and much bette r results have been obtained, An edge is detect ed if cilber
the ra tio-magnitude R < T. or the gradient-mag nit ude G > 7~ , where Il is
calculate d using Equat ion 4.20 and 4.21 and G is calcu lated in a similar Iaehicn
as shown below. Th e gradient magnitude for t he four directions (i = 1,2 ,a ;tlill
4) are calculated as :
G; =. abs(P; - Qil; i = 1, ... , 4
and hence t he gradient magnitude is obtained by ;
Therefore, two thresholds must be set to use th is edge detecto r. Bul iI.'i N in-
creases, th e edge ma p becomes thicker making it necessary to app ly a IJIclhod
to th in t he edge map. A simple edge thinning process developed by Shall'
mugham d aI. (541is used following the edge detection. A brief iI1ustratioll of
the algorithm is given in the following.
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4.2 .4 Edge thinning algorithm
As mentioned in the p revious section , it is very import a n t to have a thinning process
following the edge de t ection pa rt icularly when it is required to have an edge map for
noisy images. A very fas t two-pass algorithm is proposed by Shanmugba.n e! oJ. [531.
The algorith m uses a. binar y ima.ge which is in th is case t he output cl the edge detector
and scans through th is image twice - horizontally and verticall y. The algorithm as
proposed requires two inputs for each pixel - i) the edge magn it ude R(i, j) and Ii)
the edge direction D(i ,i ). The edge magnit ude is obtai ned from th e edge map which
is the output of the ed ge detect or. For II binary edge map, it is standard to assume
R(i, j ) = 1 for edge pix els and R(i,j) = 0 for pixels which do no t belong to en edge .
Most edge detectors usually do not provide edge direc tion info rmation. A simpl e
slra.tegy is proposed her e to set the direction of t he edge a t a given pixel point (i ,j).
The algorith m is summarized be low.
lIorizont al th inning:
• For a given row index i , a connected strin g or Is is searched for. A stri ng or Is
in any horizontal scanning implies :
R(i,i ) =1
for A1l j =iI ,h .· · ·j .. corresponding to a string of I a.
(4.24)
• The directio n of th e edge is checked. D(i ,j ) is set t o 1, if it is in the horizonta l
direction , otherwi se to O. T he value or D(i ,i} is de termined usiD.!the following
expression :
D(i ,i ) = {: ifn< W...
ot herwise
(4.25)
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where n indica tes the number of Is connected in a slring and W... is the mnxi-
mum possible width of an edge. It depends on th e type of edge det ection used
and directly on the wind ow size used in detecttng edges. In present applicat ion,
it is su ggested that W... be ebc ut twice of N, where N x N is th e wind ow size
used by the e dge detec tor .
• If D(i , j ) = I , for a string of Is , all values of R( i , il are set to 0 except,
(.J.26)
where k is t he midpoint of the string given by :
(1.27)
Vert ical tbin ning:
• For a given co lumn index it a connected string of Is is searched for. A lIlti llg
of 18 in vertic a l scann ing implies :
Rli,j ) ~ 1
for all i = it, 12. " in corresponding to the string of Is.
11.28)
• A nonzero value of D(i,j ) ind icates a vertica l edge. The value of V(lt j ) is
determined u sing the following expression,
Dl i , j) ~ { : i£n < W",
otherwise
(1.29)
• If D(i , j ) =1 (or a st ring or Is all values or R(i , j) are set to 0 except,
R(k, j ) = 1 (1.30)
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where k is t he midpoint of the string given by :
k = i1+i ..
2
Thus the output R is repl aced by the thinned edge map.
4.3 Concluding remarks
(4.31)
So rar, different methods for implem enting speckle-specific Q VFs have been d iscussed.
To avoid the high complexity in design and computati on, simple exp erimental meth-
ods have been pr oposed to set t he quadrat ic coefficients. The justification for t he
experimental design met h od comes from the results of filtering as willbe shown in
tbe next chapter . The next chapter presents the results obtai ned wit h the QVF and
also with other filters of in terest. A comparat ive study is m ade and based on that a
critical discussion is includ ed at the end of the nex t chapte r,
Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Introduction
The prev ious ch ap ters of t his t hesis have d iscussed t he development of va rious filler ing
methods and, t o some extent. edge detection met hods for speckle corru pted im&&C!l.
Thu chapter (OCU5eS on compar ison bet ween the perCorma nc:eof t bf' filters ill k rmll
of their noisesmootbing and edge preserving abilitio . Imas e processing relulLJof the
MOUS filters are presented u well as qu a.nt ita.t ive mcuure-l of noise smoothing alld
edge pr eservi ng. A critical review of th e performan ce of t he filters is aho provided in
this context. Edge ID6pe obt ained from the Ra.tio an d Crad ient of Aver&gcs (RGOA)
edge det ection met hod for . peck led images, before U1d after filterins . arc presented
too.
Outputs are obtained for t he following filteu ,
• Liueee Average
• Median
• Homomor p hic
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• T wu poinl Taylor
• Sigma
• Frcst
• Qu adr atic Volterra,
All filte rs arc applied to three different images: named, "bars". "an nular" and
"balloon " . T he flrst two imll.gl.'s a rc rairly simple, arti ficially created with high con-
l r IL~ l , conta ining two grey levels and chosen to demonstr ate t he fillers ' ability in edge
pn-servat lon. T he th ird image is more complicated with ma ny sha pes and edges of
J ifferent contrast . T hese th ree images a re combined in II single image called "com-
IIinc" which is shown in fig . 5.1. This part icular im<t.gc is presented t hroughout thi s
llludy.
Two different im1l.ges shown in Fig. 5.2(&) and Fig. 5.2(b) ar e generated Ior
one-look and four-look speckle, respectively, It is assum ed in all algori \hms th at the
lIoise cha racteris tics and the independent number or looks are known.
ILis not feasible to provide all result! fer both one.look and four -look speckled
;IllAgC9. Howeve r, since in mod cases SAR images are multi-look an d since L =~ is
a very common choice,only the results o f processing the four-look speckle degraded
image will be present ed.
Different edge detection methods are euempred on the various filtered images
to show their abili ty to preserve edges. Most of t he usual edge det ectors perform
po orly as mentioned earlier due La the special type of noise involved. T herefore,
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Figure 5.1: Original "combine.pic" image
only the resu lts obtained with the Ratio and Gradient of Averages (RGGA) detectors
(discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3) are presented in this chapter.
All images are stored in files with pixel values ranging from [0-255J. Although the
values are stored in "byte" (vcher" in Ole")format to minimize space, all processing
was done with double precision. All algorithms are written in the "C" programming
language to run under the Ultrix operating system on DEC-2000j5000 stations.
5.2 Filtering results
The results obtained upon applying the above mentioned filters on the test image are
presented in this section. All filters other than Quadratic Volterra Filter (QVF) are
applied for two different window sizes. Since the QVF is the main interest of this
thesis, some basic experimental results are also shown for this particular filter. A
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: Speckle corrupted image (a) one look , (b) 4 look
,0
different im age "border" is used fer th is pu rpose. FinAlly the Q VF ha s 11<" 11 AI'plio..1
to the tes t ima.ge "comb ine" ant! the results obtai ned for different cOlllhi h"tioll1 ~ .. r
t he filter pa ra meters are presented.
5.2 .1 Linear fil t er
This is the only linear filter in the above list . a lit! hAShl'\'U 1l!k'<lto I'fU\"i,I., ,l Io., u-h
mark. It demon strat es the impo rtance or nonline ar filtcring [ur this :il' ...-ilir pru l,lo'111
of speckle. For I"i > 3, the ou tput image becomes wr y hazy. Thc image s IIl.t "ln,·,1
with two di fferent winnow sizes of 3 x 3 an d 5 x 5 arc shown in Figs. 5.:.1( ,,) an,1 (I.)
5 .2 .2 Median filt er
Alt houg h ver)· simple, this fille r pro ...iJClI good imagc enhancement fl'SlIlh ill :i U II M'
cases , and has been selectedin different comp ari son stuJ it..'lI 112, 19, :l3, :ll). r,Oj. III
present imp lemen tat ion. various window sizes ha ...e been used in an alt c lIll,t to li",1
a bes t t rade-o ff between noise smoot hing and edge enha ncement; a value uf N '" !,
seems to be the best choice. 1I0....e ver, output images obt ained witl. N = .') " 11.1
N = 7, are prese nted in Fits. 5..1(a ) an d (b).
5 .2 .3 Homomorphic filt er
T his is theo ret ically goo d filte ring tech nique for t ile multiplieat ive IIQi s, ~ IIIl/tld . /I.
simp le box-t yp e, .5x 5 linear average filt er is used as the low pass filter ill t ile iut er jur
of t he homomorphic cas cade. T he res ulting images arc shown in Figs. !j .•~ ( ll. l Mill
(b) for N == 5 and N = 7, respect ively.
<a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: Linear average filter, window size (a) 3 x 3 . (b) 5 x 5
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[a)
(b)
Figure 5.4: Median filter, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
i3
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5: Homomorphic filter, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
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5. 2.4 Two-point Tay lor filt er
Although it is very sensitive to the noise mode l <IS nn-ntionod ill the IiI nat ure l:l~l.
it is considered all one of the possible chain's as a ll edge preserving spl'rkle Slllllutlwr.
Various "p rocess descriptors" arc required {or t his pa rticula r algorithm . T Il<'sl' ilt\'
calculated from the noise file which has been generated for tuodclliug SjWt'k[c illitl h;IS
been stored in a separate file. These values arc usod la ter while processing the illlag".
Also, it seems important to provide lo.....er and uppe r limits fo r the power rudlil'i,'ub
a and b to ensure stability. After several t rials, ( - 0.2 ,O.:.!)is chosen iLS lilt' Iltllllula ry
values for both a and b, The output in Figs. 5.ti(a ) Mi d (h) arc the resliits of 1I.,i ll l;
window sizes of 5 and 7, respecti vely,
5. 2.5 Mult iplica tive Lee filter
As the name implies, thj~ filler is based on a multiplicat ive noise model. lIuwl'vI'r,
there are many previous studies [16, 23, 30! thal usc mult iplicative filters all spt't:kbl
image since the multiplicati ve property of speckle is prominent. 11is however tlilJi(:lIlt
to supply the prope r value of the noise variance , The overall image yields a sta nda rd
deviation to mean rat io of 1/ .JL (L is the number of independent looks), so a variance
of a.. = 11L seems to be appropriate. BlIt from the model of speckle /luis,', tit.!
mult iplicative noise process has a .x-square dist ribut ion with a stan dard rloviatiou of
11M. T he standard deviation of the lat ter distribut ion, ~" = I I L1, ill allill wurth
attempting. Both oCthese values have been attomptod and it appears that the filter
works better at a" = IlL. The images shown in figs. 5.7(a) and (b) repres ent the
output at 0"" =0,25 and Cor N =5 and N = 7, respectively.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Two point Taylor filter, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
;6
(a J
(b)
Figure 5.7: Multiplicative Leefilter, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
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5.2.6 Sigma filt er
Among th e few spockle specific filters . this filter has been chosen. Both 5 x 5 and 'i x7
regions of support arc used to est imate the local mea n and variance. T he resulting
images are presented in Figs. 5.8(a) and (b) .
5 .2 .7 Frost filt er
T"i~ is ano ther speckle specific filter whith has boon designed and used Ior speckle
smo othing purpose. Altho ugh th is filter is based on /I. multiplicative model of speckle,
it seems wort h invcst iga ting its performan ce on images satis fying the multiplicative -
cunvolutio na l speckle mode l. The filter requires the knowledge of the noise varian ce
an d the number of ind ependen t looks. Both values of 0.25 and 0.0625 have been used
fur the reason described above in Sectio n 5.2.5. However the output images of Figs.
5.9( a.) and (b) shew the result at (7,,:::: 0.25 an d for N :::: 5 and N = 7, respect ively.
5. 2 .8 Quadratic Volterra filter
Th e quadra tic Volterra filter (QVF) bas been applied to the speckled ima ges. It was
int ended to investigate the impact of the different coefficient values, namely Wo, WI
and W" the scaling factor c. t he threshold T and the window size N )(N as descri bed
in det ails in Section 4.2.2. Only the 4-direct ion·orientcd method is chosen (or this
experiment because t his implementa tion can give an overall idea of the basic principle
of the Voller ril.filter . A simple 128 )( 128 image called "border" is used to carry out
some basic expe rirnenta. Th e original "border" image and its corrupte d version are
dep icted in Figs. 5.10(a ) and (b). One-dimen sional horizontal and vertical filters
arc applied separa tely to demonstra te the effect of t hese filters on ho rizontal an d
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.8: Sigma filter, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
,9
(0)
(c)
(b)
(d)
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Figure 5.10: "Border" image (a) Original , (b) Speckle corrupted, Linear average filter
(c) 5 x 5, (d) 7 x 7.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Frost filter, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
so
vertical edges. Different combinations of these paramete rs are chosen as slhlw n ill
Table 5.2.8. Due to th reshold ing, only some par ts of the tola l pixels nrc su hjet"!\'<!l tl
non linear operations. Th e th resholding is based on the local statistics ot the illlagl'.
For homogeneous regions, the quad ratic operator is better to avoid the ljllil,lrat i,'
ope rati on. altho ugh it is very important for the edgy regions. T he value N~ shows
the number of such pixels out or the to ta l pixels or 128 x 128 = IliaS·I.
T he cffect of the linear lowpass filler alone is also demonstra ted In Figs. ."1.l0(,·)
and (d ). It is interesti ng to note that t hc QVF; horizonta l, and t he QVF; vertical,
play an import ant role in enhan cing the edges in the hurizoutal and ~er lit:jd IIin ','·
ti ons respectively and th at t hey present a great improvement over the lilll';\[ lowpuss
filter which does the smoothi ng quill' well but causes severe blu rring ellccts. Fi~s .
5.1l( a),( b) and (c) show the effect of vertica l filte ring on the speckled image. As ex-
pected, the vert ical edges arc qu ite clear . Difrcrcnl thresholds Ilave been iLttl'mlllc'"
to demonstrate the effect of thre sholding all the speckled images. A low threshold
of T = 0.9 causes unnecessary filtering on some pixels which belong to hO!llogeneuus
regions (N9 = 6453), resultin g in some bright spots within those area..a, Whereas a
higher thr eshold of T =1.1red uces t his effed, but a very high threshold of 'J' = 1.:1
results in a blu rry Image becau se the qua dratic pa rt is inact ive for most of the /lixd~
(N9 =827 only ).
Figs. 5..12(a ), (b) and (c) show th c horizon tal filter ing on the same speckled
image with di fferent window sizes. As expected t he bigger the rcgion of sup (lurt, tile
smoot her the homogeneous areas. But th e edges do not appe ar as sharp a~ 1I1l:yare for
smaller window sizes. Figs. 5.13(a), (b) and (c) show thc resul ts of the lIi Hlu l taJll~.l1ls
applica tion of horizontal and vertical filte rs on the speckled image. Figs..')..J:I(a}..(c)
illustrate the effect of scaling factor c on the performance o( the filter . As seen from
cvr Fig!. T N , Wo W, W, N MSE
Ori"ill..l 5.10(&) 16384 (IOQ%) 0.00
Corrupled S.IO(e) 803.80
VerLicll.I-1 5.11{&) 0.' 7 0.2& I 3 -, 6453 (39.40%) 225.91
Verl it al·lI 5.11(b) \.I 7 0.25 1 3 -, 1882(11.48%) 171..54
Vertica l-Il l 5.tl(e) L3 7 0.25 I 3 -, 827(5.04%) 164.13
lIo rilonlal· 1 5.12(a) \.I 7 0.25 1 3 -, 1882( 11.48%) 157.80
lIor rzontillfl 5.12(b) \.I , 0.2'> I 3 -, ieaa(9,90%) 191.65
lIor izontaJ-1II 5 .12(c) \.I 9 0.25 I 3 -, 2190(13.36%) Hl7.16
Co mbined- l S.13{1l.) \.I 7 O .~ I 3 -, 1882 ( 11.48%) 115.58
Co,,,bin,,d·11 li.l3(b) \.I 7 0.35 I 3 -, 18B2(1l .18%) 152.57
Ccmbined- Il l S.13(e) \.I 7 0.15 I 3 -, 1882(11.48%) 246.10
Edge Adll[l.-I 5.14(1.) \.I 7 0.25 1 3 -, 1145 (lO.65%) 166.54
Edge Adll.p..! 1 5.H(b) \.I 7 0.25 3 1 -, 1745 (10.65%) 197.60
Edge Adap..l ll 5.14«() \.I 7 0,25 0.' 4.8 -, 1145(10,65%) 159.78
Table 5.1: QVFs with different parameters (Image: "border " )
T • Decision-di rected threshold
N • Length orthe Riter
- Overall scaling factor of t he quad ratic output,
Wi - Weight assigned to Type- i quadr atic coefflclenta,
Nq - Total number of pixels subjected to quad rat ic operat ions,
AI5 E-Mean Squared Error.
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Fig. 5.13(b ), very large scaling facto r (e = 0.·1) might cause some pixels to have wr y
high intensities. On t he othe r hand , too small a scaling factor {c =0. 1) might not lit'
enough to compe nsate for the excess smoothing done lty lilt.' linear part of tln- liltt'r
in t he edgy areas.
It is important to mention here tha t there is an adverse oflcct of using hot h filters
simultaneo usly as described in Sect ion 4,2.2 and seen in Figs. 5.13(1\)-(c). In tIlt'
vicinity of vertical edges , there is a series of horizontal st ripes and similarly, ill then'
is a series of vertical str ipes nea r horizontal edges. The horizontal respon se or ti lt'
QVF is much smaller than t he vertical response around hor izontal edges (OIiC or two
pixels away from t rue edge pixel) and the reverse is also true. Recalling Sect ion ·1.1.1,
if inste ad of combin ing two responses, the maximum response is taken ill order to
have more prominent edges, t his effect will become even more severe. [Iowevur, rhc
effect is substantially minimized by checking whether a pixel belollgs to flU e,lgt' or i~
near an edge dur ing filtering.
Finally, Figs. 5.14(a).(c) show t he results obt ained from this particu lar implcmcn-
tation. T he resu lts are for different combina tions of Wo, WI and W1• It is ohvilJlIS
that (or Wo = 3Wt (Fig. 5.14(a)), the resulting output is more prone to errur ,
whereas for WI = 3Wo, t heoutput (Fig. 5.14(b») is quite sat isfactory.
Seemi ngly, it is rather difficult to choose 1\ proper set of values of t hrcshuld '1',
scaling factor c, the window size N ctc. , from the above experiments. T he folluwin~
factors are found to be very useful in choosi ng t hese values.
• Too large a threshold T migh t result in some pixels being missed wlJich .~l.u1J l d
be subjecte d to nonlinear filtering; on the othe r hand, too Iowa tllrcshold JUigill
cause some pixels to undergo nonlinear filte ring which should only he filtered
wit h the linea r par t . Thus , an optimizat ion may be required to achieve t ile
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 5.11: QVF (verti cal), (a) T = 0.9, (b ) T = 1.1, (c) T = 1.3
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.12: QVF (horizont al), (a) N = 7, (b) N = 5, (c) N = 9
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 5.13: QVF (horizontal and vertical ), (a) c =0.25, (b) e =0.35, (e) c =0.15
(a) (b) (e)
Figure 5.14: Qvr (horizontal and vertical edge adaptive )
(a) Wo =1.00, W, =3.00, W, =-4.00 and c =0.25,
(b) Wo =3.00, W, = 1.00,W, = -4.00 and e =0.25,
(c) Wo =0.20, W, = 4.80, W, = -5.00 and e =0.25.
8'
Filters Figs. T , lV, lV, lV, Nq
QVF·I , 5 x 5 5.15(a) 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.5 -2.0 15968 (17.69%)
QVF-I, 7 x 7 5.l5(b) 1.2 0.5 0.5 1.5 -2.0 7903(8.75%)
QVF·II,5 x5 5.16(a) 1.2 0.25 1.0 2.0 -3.0 12698 (14.07%)
QVF·II , 7 x1 5.16(b ) 1.2 0.3 1.0 1.0 -2.0 16897 (18.72%)
Table 5.2: QVFs with different parameters (Image: "combine")
required performance .
• For a larger window size, a smaller threshold is required.
• Too high a value Wo might result in presence of impulse noise in the processed
the image. To avoid thi s, it is necessary to reduce Woo
After acquiring some knowledge abo ut choosing the various paramete rs character-
izing a QVF, different QVFs have been selected and used in smoothing the speckle
while preserving the underlying structure (rom the test image named "combine".
All methods described in Section 4.2.2, have been attempted. The best result s are
obtai ned with the "Proport ional weight coefficients" and the "4·direct ion-oriented"
met hods, denoted by "QVF· I" and "QVF· I1", respectively. Table 5.2 shows the
dilTerenlcombinat ions of the filter pa rameters used to obtain the outputs shown in
Figs. 5.15 and 5.16. The MSEs are included in Table 5.3.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.15: QVF· 1, window size (a) 5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
ss
(.J
(b)
Figure 5.16: QVF-II , window size (.J5 x 5, (b) 7 x 7
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Rll.Ilges ~I ea.n , Sld SNIl
Fillers/I mages Figs. rmmmax Glob al Dark Bri ght Dark Bdltht ~ IS I':
Original 5.1 5- 238 t1 1,64.15 100 ,0.00 200 ,0.00 ee ec IJ.UIl
Speckled 5 .2(b) 3- 255 110,67.55 100,23 .33 19 7,37.37 4.2!l 5.:10 151,1:1
Lin . All., 3 It 3 5.3(a) 5-2 55 109 ,63 .23 100,13.43 19 7,20.92 1.51 9.H :1:15.1:1
Lin. All., 5 It 5 5.3(b) 9- 247 109,61.38 102 ,11.06 191,13.115 9.21 H.IJ 2Ii(l.!lS
Median ,S It 5 5.4{a) 1- 255 108,62 .20 S9,9.38 191 ,15,75 10.03 11.15 218.611
Median, 1 ", 1 !i.4(b) 9- 2!i3 107,6 1.04 100,8.a2 196.12.78 12.011 H, ,;l1 2511.-lti
llcmo., 5 It 5 U(a ) 1-24 6 106.60 ,56 99,9 ,6!i 19 3,14.31 10.30 1;1.:;.1 295 .1111
ll oma .,1 It 1 5.5(b) 10- 231 10!i.59 ,33 100 ,9.21 19 2,11.39 10.82 16.91 :1IB.:19
Mul. Le"'. 5 x 5 5.1(a ) 4-23 8 109.61..11 101 ,9.'11 19 6,10.53 10.70 111.61 20:1.35
Mul. Lee , 1 ", 1 5.1(b ) 9-2 38 109,60. 39 103,t1 .H 196,10.8!i 9.28 18 .10 259.11
T wo pl ,5 lt5 5.6(a ) 6- 255 121,68.71 114 ,14.20 22 0,18 8.05 11.85 r,05 .H
Twopt , 1 It 7 5.6(b) 2-2 55 120,68.23 I B ,13 .16 2 19,11.91 8.68 12.21 50J.l'Ui
Sigma .5lt 5 5.8(a) 9-247 109.6 1.38 102, I l.lJS 191,13.94 9.25 14.1:1 2GG.!Jr.
Sigma , 7 lt 1 5 .8(b) 13- 238 109 ,60.18 103,11.14 196,10,85 9.28 18.10 27G,Ill)
Frollt, 5 lt S 5.9{a) 3-247 109,61.18 101,10 .46 191,14.21 9.71 13,87 244 .1r,
rr Ollt,1 lt1 !i.9(b) 3- 238 109.60.96 102,9.61 196,10.81 10.64 18 .11 2n n
QVF-I, 5 lt 5 5. 16(a) 7-25 2 110,61.13 102,13.62 191,14.24 1.54 1:1.81 279.4:1
QVF -I, 1 lt7 5.l 6(b) 13-250 110,60.21 103 ,12.20 196,10.85 BAS 18 .10 nU.4ll
QV F· II , S ",S 5.15(&) 1- 2!i5 111,62.13 lOa ,16 .M 191, 13.94 6.16 14.13 3:j:l.lll
QVF ·II, 1 « t 5.15(b) 1-2 55 111,60.15 104 ,11.20 19 6,10.72 1.36 18 ,34 :127.2 1
Table 5,3: Quant itative measures for noise smoothing
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5.2 .9 Qu an t it a t ive measures
As mentioned in previous chap ter s, it is imp ortant to have some quantita th-e measur es
to evaluate the filters' performance and to make a comparison between th em. To
evaluate the noise smoothins of the filter s, the global MSE and SNR are calculated
for the speck led image and all filtered imag es. Also MSE and SNR are measured for
two sam pled 25 x 25 regions whichin the original "combi ne" imagf' bas homogeneous
intensities of 100 and 200. Various noise smoothing measu res are pr esented in Tab le
S.3.
5.3 Ed ge det ect ion results
For th e edg e preser vat ion measures , it is necessa ry to first prod uce t he edge maps of
t he images before an d afte r filter ing . Edge maps are first generated us ing the mod ified
Bovik's ra lic or average! edge det ecto r (M ROA) (Sect ion 4.2.3) for the speck led image
an d all t he filtered irmg et . It bas bee n observed lha t the edge detecto r based on onl y
the rat io or averages does not perform a good job on speckledimages . Therefore, the
combination me thod named RCOAin Sect ion 4.2.3 is used instead and muchbetter
results a re obta.ined. Most of th e filters do not perfo rm very .....ell. However , the bes t
four found are th ose which Me der ived from the followinz filters,
• Med ian
• Muulpllcen ve Lee
• Frost
• QVF· l
Hence. only the edge map' obtained from the outpuls of the above filter! arc preecurcd
here. Since it is important for a quantitat ive study to have a true or ideal edge map.
an edge map orthe original image is generated using the Robert' s method [lSI as
shown in Fig. 5.17. The edge map for the corrupted image is shown ill Fig. .''J.17.
Other edge maps for the filtered images are presented through Figs. 5.18 - 5 .~~ .
Figure 5.17: True edge map of the original image "combine"
It shou ld be mentioned here that the quality of an edge map i, quite ~(!Il~itivc
to the edge detector mask N and the thresholds chosen (or the ratio and gradient
magnitudes Tr and T, respectively. Edge maps have been generat ed for several dif-
ferent combinat ions of N, Tg and Tr (or each filtered outp ut. However for the same
filtered image, there is no significant difference among the various edge map' obtained
with different parameters, Only one (rom each filter and the corrupted image have
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been shown in Figs. ,1,18·.').22, however, quantitative measures are presented for two
llirff'nmt combinations of N, T., and T, in Table .')04.
5.3 .1 Q ua ntitative measu re
lll'ralling Section 3.5, different factors denoted by C t M . Wand A. which determine
r, lu~ qual ity of edge maps, arc calculated as shown in Table 5.4. T he number of edge
pixels found is also included in 'h is ta ble. A good edge preserving filter should yield
a Iiigh value of C, and low values of M, Wa nd A. as discussed in Section 3.5.2.
5 .4 Crit ical R ev iew
III t his section, a detailed discussion is provided based on t he obt ained results. As
emphasized before, the intention was to compare different filtering algorithm s for
t heir solution of the problem of speckle in terms not only of noise smoothing but
;\Is<),·dgc preservat ion. However, there is always a question of tradeoff between noise
smoothing and edge preservation and hence it is difficult to achieve both at the same
rhnc. Most of the commonly used image restora tion filtering method s work very
well in terms of smoot hing but often the resulting image loses its edge resolution
to 50 l11e extent. If the noise is not significant (e.g. additive Gaussian noise or even
multiplicat ive with unit y mean and a small variance between 0.01 and 0.04), the
price pa id by losing resolution for smoot hing is not noticeable, but for a significant
noise like speckle, smoothing itself cannot provide a good qua lity image unless the
l'dge preservation is also substantially good. The compariso n presented in this thesis
is based on both quantitative measures and subjective visual qual ity of the image.
Althou gh standa rd , t he quant itati ve measures used are not very effective in judging
-Speckled
-
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Table 5.4: Quantitative measures for edge preserving
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Figure 5.20: Edge map of the speckle corrup ted image
Figure 5.21: Edge map of the filtered image (Median)
9,)
(b)
Figure 5.22: Edge rnap of th e filtered i
using (a) MROA, (b) RG Ima.ge (Multiplicative Lee)
OA edge detectors
Figure 5.23: Edge map or the filtered image (Frost)
Figure 5.24: Edge map or the filtered image (QVF )
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the qua.lityor the imAges (3.3S]. So. visualinterplt't ation is equallyor evensometimt'S
more important.
Although it was anticipated th at the linear &~rage filter would )-;e ld a smoothed
image, it does not perform t he smoothing very well. For A window size of N =3.
the homogeneous areas (e.g. on th e slant ba r or t he annula.r section), M e st ill quite
noisy. However, a largt'f window size of N = 5 gives a better result in te nus of the
smoothing but shows a loss of resolution. For a. window size higher t han N = 5, the
picture becomes very blurry and the fine edges are almost lost as shown in Fig. 5.:J.
T his filter was not expected to work well because it is a linear HIler and the problem
of interest here is undoubted ly a. non linear one.
T he median filter perform s quite a good jo b on t he speckled image. It is interes ti ng
to notice that even for a window size N = 7, t he filter atte mph to preserve the edges
and the overall picture does not seem to blur as it does for linear average filtering.
However, t he fine edges are mostly lost even for a.window size of N = 5 as shown in
Fig. 5.4. Although it performs better than the linea.raverage filler to some extent ,
the out put is not very satisfacto ry in terms of bot h smoothing and edge retention.
T he poor per formance of t he filter is no surprise because it is an 44 hocnonlinCAl'
filter and not matched to &.I1y specific model. Nevertheless, t he nonlinar na.t ure of
the filter makes it possible to work better th an a linear average filter which again
provides evidence of t he need of a nonlinear filter for the problem.
The next filter used in t his study is the homomorphic filter which is based on a
mult iplicat ive noise model. But since speckle is not purely multiplicative, it docs nol
perform very well for speckle noise, as it has a very poor edge preserving capability
as shown in Fig. 5.5. Another problem with the homomorph ic filter is the difficulty
of choosing 1.0 appropriate filter (or the intermediate step between th e "Iogarithmica
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awl "f:xp<)n 'mlj.l.l ion~ operation . In this study, a box type average filter is used and
it do,~ not soem to do a good job even in smoothi ng ou t the noise.
The multiplicative Lee filter pe rforms much bette r job as shown in Fig. 5 .7.
tdtlioll~h it i.~ mea nt for multi plicative Gauss ian or unifo rm noise [27]. it works qui te
satisfactorily for speckle too . However, the thin st ripes on the ba lloon seem to ha ve
almost dis app eared, especially for the higher window size of N = 7. A w-n dow size of
."1 Y r)gives the bes t overall result. fo r this pa rticula r filter, the smoothing is excellen t
' -VI' I1 for N = .5, whereas there is no substantial improvement on edge preserving
nhility o VN tlw ot her filters used in th is study. The vicinities of the edges seems to
he more prolle to erro rs. However, t hc filter 's optimizat ion between noise smoothi ng
and edge preservat ion is pra iseworthy.
Tile t wo-point Taylor Riter ..... hich is based on the Taylor series does not wor k
properly in the case of speckle noise AS shown in Fig. 5.6. However, this is not very
surpris ing as it was mentioned in t he literature [381that the algorit hm is very sensit ive
to the noise model. T he algorithm is developed for pointwise mult iplicat ion and has
IH'I 'lI tested previously with images corrupted with Gaussian mult iplicat ive noise a nd
having a small variance in t he range of (0.01 - 0.04). But speckle has a m uch higher
vnrianre depending on the mean of t he image and also has a statisti cal distr ibut ion
which is differen t from Gaussian . T he two coefficients used in this algori thm a re
n'Sl.rictcd to be in a given range. After a few tria l and error experimen ts, a boundary of
( - O.2 .0 .~ ) has been fixed for both the power coefficients a and b which give reasonable
output. But th e mean squa re estima ted values of both the coefficients a and b a re
beyond t his range for most of the pixels in the test image. The image ap pears to be
very bright for a wider range of coefficients . So it is suspected t hat this filter has a
~!"b ; ' i ty problem in filtering speckled images.
IOU
Although the Frost filter was proposed [or speckle noise removal, th e filter .Iu.'ll
not take the correlation prope rty of speckle in to account . Till' oUlJ1I11 for II' "" II and
N = 7 shown in Figs. 5.9(a) and (b) seem to be better than the' first three Hlters
and competes quite well with that of the mult .iplicatlve 1.l 'C filter. But ns srvn in ,11\
previous cases, it also cannot overcom e the limitatio n of low resolution output. Th.,
fine edges have almost disappea red from the image after filtering with N = i anti art'
also not very clear for N = 5.
The results obtained from the Sigma filter as they appear in Figs. .''i.l(a ) ami
(b) are not at all good in te rms of edge preservation. The ma in reason is prohnhly
tha t the filter is very simple and based on a multiplicat ive model of s pcc:kk For "
mod erate window size, the pixels belon giog to a window arc more likely to h, ~ with ill
two standa rd deviat ions for speckle because speckle h its inter-pjxel co r relavlou and
henc e the filter works almost much like a linea r average filter for speckled inmgl'll.
The Quadra tic Volterra filter is however the one wh ich was expected to perform
very well. Alt hough all methods discussed in Section 4.2.2, ha ve been a t tempted on
the test image, only the results obtained from the "Proportional wolght" and ~1·
direction-orie nted" methods as denoted by QVF·! an d QVP·II in Ta ble 5.2, have
been presented. The results ag ree with the theo ry quite well. I\s mentioned earlier, it
was expected to perform bett er espec ially from the edge prese rvation po int of view.
Th is is quite obvious from t he output. Althou gh the quantit a tive measures tlo /lut
show a majo r difference in t he measuring factors from the o t her filters of i n ten~t ,
the visual qua lity of the image shows th e diffe re nce. Since the quadratic Voltt!r a h;L~
a spatial memory, it takes into accou nt the cor relation propp-rty of t he speckle ami
works accord ing to t his correla tion. Alth ough, it was inten de!! to makethil!filler r.cJg.:.
adaptive, it has been found t hat it is very difficult to get the edge inform ation ou t of
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~p.~k l,.,1 hnagcs, since the standard devia tion of t he result ing image is very high for
lilly "~al i~ ic spedkd im~e. Moreover, t he inter- pixel correlat ion prope rty o f speckle
lIlak'!!i it mo re difficult lo distin guish between tr ue and false edges. T he inter-pixel
oorrcl a tion of speckle gives rise to ma.ny dark a nd bright patches sca tt ered ran domly
.111 ov er the image with dilferent shapes and sizes. So, any edge-adaptive approach
r~I)(Jf Il I:i Lo t he edges of these patches before it can respond to low-contras t hut true
,..lge pixels. So if a lower th reshold is used to la ke all t rue edge pixels into account,
the re sulting image becomes contamin at ed with randomly scattered brigh t spot s in
,""Ime o f the areas which were originally homogeneous. With the QVF-I, another
difficlilty arises since the fille r uses only II. 3 x 3 region for est imating a parti cular
'fixe! which d oes not seem to he large eno ugh. However, the QVf·1I compensates for
t lii ~ p roblem . To avoid the huge com plexity of using the whole 2·0 QVf st ruct ure
fOT N > 3, four one-dime nsio nal QV Fs are used in four d ifferent directions. Since
they arc each basically 1·0 filt ers , they combine with an ad verse effect which is qu ite
visib le neA/" the edges of the imA!e in Fi .!:. 5.16 (...), where the reuon is discussed in
Sect ion 5.2.8 . A bet te r result was also anticipated in te rms of smoo thing. A box-type
lill('1\r filler work! on t he homogeneous areas; this may not be the best choice.
So f;\f the discussif'n involYe:l: the visual int erpretat ion of the output images from
dillc re nt filte rs. At th is point , it is impo rtant to ask whethe r the different qua ntitati ve
lI\t',l :UJI'( .'lI are consiste nt with t he visual interpre tat ion. The noise smoo thing measu res
~h'c some im port ant informa t ion Abollt t he noise smoot hing ability of the filt ers. Th e
( Or r ll p l t'd im age has a globa l U SE of 751.13. T he SNR is also quite poe.... r (or
(,la r k, hright) regions hnving i\ value of (4.29, 5 .30). However, it should b e pointed
alit th n ~ the s tanda rd deviat ion of 3i .37 in t he bright region is much higher t han that
of 23. 33 in th e dark region. T his was exp ected b ecause o( t he multiplicative nature of
to',!
speckle . Th e filters , in general, show a subst antial lowering of the .If Sf;. All ('vi,l,'nt
from the F ig. 5.7(a), t he mulfipllcat ive Lee filter shows the lowest MS E of :W:I.:I[1
for N = 5, This is interesting because normall y the higher the window Sill' , t he IOllw
is the M SE. The [dark.bright] std, meau and SN R are also lIatisfactorily illlpwI'I'd
for this filter. However, some other filters (e .g. the Frost a nd the Sigma ) ha w th,'s,'
values which are quite close al though visually the smoothing do,'s 1l0~ a pll,'ar ; \.<; g UlIII
as it is for the mult iplicati ve Lee filte r. The noise smoothing fjllallt ili,'~ for till! QVI·'·[
and QVF-It are also consistent with their visual qu alities. Although, till' A/SH snrr-
slightly higher th an some of t he filters , they are reaso nably good.
The edge maps are generated using the modified ratio of averages ,..-lge dd(dor
which comb ines two previous edge detector s [9. 601 as mentioned earli, 'r in Sedioll
4.2.3. It has been observed tha t this edge det ector docs not perform well. TI I '~ d etector
used, makes only slight differences among the o dge maps obtained for IlilTerl~flt fillers.
Fine details are almost all lost in the edge marl obta ined, allhough they arc tllJitp
clear in some of th e filtered i.nages with the human eye. A thresho ld and the window
size are t he two variables in the edge detec tor and they have Il. great iullucnce on
the quali ty of the edge maps . Alth ough, several different combinations have hf"-~Il
attempted, none of which could provide t ru ly satls fact cry results. Also, since a ll ,)(IW:
detection measures are calculated using t he edge maps, [i.e . fully dependent 011 tIll:
qua lity of the edge map) , the quan tities obt ai11M arc cont radictory. Pr twiuuJi studies
[9, 60, 611which employed the ratio of averag es « lge detcdor for speckled images, Lake
into account t he multiplicative property of the speckled images. But, the problem
does not seem to be resolved satisfac torily for correlated speckle noise . It ha.~ Ill:f:n
observed tha t the detector does not work properly in brighter regions . At a low value
of tbe t hreshold, (or the ratio magnitud e, some edges which are visually qutte d istinct ,
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,10not appear in the edge map. On the other h and, for a higher threshold (for higher
threshold, mo re cages are (ound), Borne spurious edges start ap pearing in the dar ker
nrcnx, This is quite ev ident from the edge map shown in Figs. 5.20{a). Somespurious
( : I !g~S twgin to appear at the top of the "balloon" image (the sky over t he balloon ) as
shown in Fig , ,~ . l, which looks very uniform an d dark with no distinct edges. The
mi,ld le segme nt of the balloon is quite distinguishable but the upper po rtion of this
seg ment which has a. brighter mean intensity does not appear very clearly. Also, all
thin <:dg':s on the bottom par t of the middle segment a re broken in the edge m ap for
LlIf' same thf(..s hol~ . However, the rat io magnit ude used in the ratio of averages edge
<ldect.or tends to detect more edges in the over all da rker region than it docs for the
same courres t in the b righter regions. This may happen due to because speckle being
Hot p urely multiplicat ive rather having inter-p ixel correlation . Hence, t he combined
tn"t.ho d which clctcr.ts the edges both from th e gradient and the ratio magnitude as
llcscr iocd in Section 4.2.3 would be more app ropriat e. Therefore, this edge det ector
is appl ied and much better res ults are obtained . Figs . 5.20(a) and (b) confirm the
ellect.ivencss of the pr oposed nCOA edge de tector. The edge measures calculated
ll.~ ing thl'S~ ed ge mapa agree quite well with t he visual interpret ation.
Uslng RGGA edge detector, maximum numbe r of correct edge! are detected after
tilter ing with the multiplicarlve Lee filt er Ie = 69.91) as shown in Table 5.4. However,
tlll' Q VF works sat isfactorily giving a correct ion factor C = 67.85. T he number of
IVrong edge pixel de tected is also quit e lew (W "" 10.28) which is slight ly higher for
the best perfo rmance or the multiplica tive Lee filter (W "" 12.78) as shown in Table
5..1.
Th e other two filt ers under examin ation a te not as good as the two filters, men-
tioned above. Edge maps generating from t he Median filter tend to produce many
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false edge pixels with relatively sma ll Il1 ltll brr o f cor rec t pi:<d~ ( r.g. an t'tlge m al )
from th e ~tedia.n filter yields W = 15.86 and C = 6li.:H AS shown in Table 5.-1). Til l'
Frost filter wor ks be t te r thlln the '-t ro ian filte r. llowevcr , if th e number of ro r r ect
pixels increases. it pro d uct'S more false edge p ixe ls. For example, A.~ sho wn in Tahlt·
5.4, an increase of C = 67.31 from C = 66.66 i~ obt a ined with an increase in fi\ l~
edge p ixels (W =11.27 to W == IU S).
In terms of overa ll perform ance, the multiplicative Lee is the b('!lt a mong all l lu'!lt'
I1lters under study. Although t he quadra tic Volterra filte r docs 1I0 t out perform i\.'l it
1'0'115 expec ted to do, it docs per form well and atte mpts to tr ade orr between ~ lTloothi llg
and edge preservation . The limi tations of the QVF!J a rc desc r ibed ea.rl ier ill thi~
chapte r. Some sugges t ions are provided in the next cha pter for future extension And
improvement o f prese nt work.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Th j ~ 1I I c~i.~ focuses on t he statement and complexi ty of the speckle problem in SAR
illl ilg{'~. It also in ves tigates different possible flItc r ing techniq ues to solve the problem
of restoring spe ck led images witho ut losing much of t he image edge de tails. It was not
expected that an absolut e solution of the problem would be developed; rat her, the
iutuntiou was to investigate the magnitude of the pr oblem, probable solution methods
using ex isting filtering t echniques and the applica b ility of a relativ ely new filtering
approach based on quadr atic Volterra filter to th e solution or t he stated problem.
I'rel'Cnt work de al s with a model of SA lt images. It has been emphas ized thr oughou t
t his t hesis Lha t th e filte rs used for smoot hing speckle should also pr ovide good edge
preservation. These criteria are important particularly for certain applications such
as Image segme nt ation, coast line dctectlcn , accura te volume measurement. etc. [15,
:!5. 261. Poor re solut ion is a common problem wi th any filtering method as it may
!C,l lito misinter pretation of detai l in these images . As menti oned ea rlier, the existing
speckle-specific filters ar e ma.inly based on a mult ip licative model and they have not
hecn developed with sp ecial attention to their ability for edge preservat ion. Since
11 realist ic SAR model involves a rnultiplicative-convclut iona l model rathe r than a
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purely rnultiplicanv e model. the commonly used no nline ar IiItnin g mrlh olls are not
optimal (Of th is purpose . Con~ucnt ly. further in,,"tigo'\tioninto thi.. proh lrm ill
necessary, The ne....· tech nique using quadra tic Volterra filte r" 11M al ready been proven
capable of provid ing satisfactory AnS\\'('f to SOITll' p roblems (2.11,57) :limilar to !<!H'tkl.,.
The ap plicability of this filler to present problem /11:10 seems \'t 'f")' promi!< iu,II;. Th.·
results presented in the IlUlt chap ter shows ib c flcctlvcncss all a n ('{l ,lte- lltC'SI'rvi ll~
speckle smoothe r . He.....ever. even bett er rcsuhs may IK'po!<"ihk' if li lt' Qvr tltosil!: 11 is
optimized . Th ro ughout th e course of st udy. it has been !Itrongly felt that tlu 'ft! is it
wide scope for re search in this area . T heore tically, the Volte rra filler i" vcry IJOw,'r(lIl
hut its use and methods for its design nero to be further explored. Present llwsis is
a good start towards t hat goal. In te rms of the speckle pmblem, the following an '
some of the ideas which could be furt her investigi\ ted.
• A 2-D quadratic VolterrA filter wit h a loca l window size grea k"!'t han 3 x 3.
• A t runca t ed Volte rra filter of higher than second o rdr r [e .g. CIIhic Volterr A
filter ).
• A MSE es timation using t he quad rarlc Volt erra fillef la king the inter-pixel
correlati o n of speckle into consider ation.
• A good ed ge detec tio n method and an edge-adapt ive filtering SdlClllf~ 1h'L.....1 fill
this method .
• A differen t lowpes s filter othe r than simple box type a.~ t hr.- linear ",ut or t im
quadratic Volterra filter. For example , a G aussian shaped fihf:r could be lI ~f~d .
Apa rt from its use in the speckle prob lem, the bil.~;c d p.!ign app roach may be 1I51~d
with lit t le or no modifica tion to so lve any other no nlinear problems simila r to 511l:ck1r..
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The I/f/l.~r.nt work undoubtedly provides a guidelines to pursue further st udy of this
topic.
Mcduling speckle is also one of tbe major contribu tions of t his t hesis. At some
point it is Ieh that a thoroug h knowledge of SAR image processing is important to
handle speckle. It was also intended (.0 process real SAR data but unfortunately
flue to some unavoidable circumstances and time constraint it has not been possible.
111'nCI!, it is suggested that fut ure researchers work wit h real SAR data to investigate
t ILl! applicability of di fferent filters in the realsituation. However, the model used here
agrt'('s with certain p ractical criteria, so it can be assume d that the filte rs witl show
much Llw sa me performance with real data as they have with synthe tically generated
s[>f'f:kIM images. It is also im portant to t{'st any filtering algorit hm on synthetic data
in order to study it s performance qua ntitatively . T his has been done effectively in
tI l is thesis.
As mentioned ea rlier, there is a great demand forgood literatu re and work in edge
detect ion meth ods for speckled images. Present work also focusses on the solut ion
to some exten t, but the problem seems to be acute eno ugh to justify more time and
sllllly.
The problem investigated in this thesis involves many complexities and so cannot
he expected to be solved in a final complete form. In particular , the nonlinearity of
this problem is very unusual and there has not yet been any established generalized
.) ll ii nei lr system theory which matches the problem well. However, it is impo rtant
to understand the magn itude of the problem lind to realize its e/feet and also to
in\'estigate possible ways of overcoming the problem. This has been illustrated in this
thesis. The quadra tic Volte rra filter ing techniques p roposed here, are mainly based
on experiments , ho wever. th is is not very uncommon in image processing research
lOS
especially in image restora tion which often involves a numbe r o( tr iab and ('rrors
before reaching a specific goal. It is strongly believed t hat the thesis willcontribute
to at least twodifferent directionsof research - firstly, th e solution orsimilar nculiuenr
problem using quadratic or higher order Volterra filters . and secondly, the solution of
speckle re lated problems and particular ly those which involve modelling. smonthing
and edge detection for SAR images.
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